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Description

[0001] This invention relates to an information
processing system, an information processing apparatus
and an information processing method, a program, and
a recording medium.
[0002] In recent years, in order to assure the security,
a multi-point camera monitoring system (multi camera
system) is frequently installed, for example, in a bank, a
parking area, a house and so forth in which an automatic
teller machine (ATM) is placed.
[0003] Such a multi camera system as described
above includes a plurality of video cameras and a record-
ing apparatus for recording images acquired by the video
cameras. An apparatus for use with such a multi camera
system as described above has been proposed wherein
a plurality of images are reduced in scale and combined
into a one-frame image as disclosed for example, in Jap-
anese Patent Laid-Open No. Hei 10-108163 (hereinafter
referred to as Patent Document 1). Also a device has
been proposed wherein images from a plurality of video
cameras are collected and recorded on a recording me-
dium such as a video tape as disclosed, for example, in
Japanese Patent Laid-Open No. 2000-243062 (herein-
after referred to as Patent Document 2).
[0004] FIG. 1 shows an appearance of an example of
a conventional multi camera system.
[0005] Referring to FIG. 1, the multi camera system 1
shown includes four cameras 11-1 to 11-4. The cameras
11-1 to 11-4 are stationary cameras whose photograph-
ing direction is fixed or pan tilt zoom cameras whose pho-
tographing direction is variable. The cameras 11-1 to
11-4 monitor a region 21 of a circular wide area of a di-
ameter of 40 m, for example, in a parking area.
[0006] FIG. 2 shows an example of a configuration of
the multi camera system shown in FIG. 1.
[0007] Referring to FIG. 2, each of the cameras 11-1
to 11-4 picks up an image. The cameras 11-1 to 11-4 are
individually connected to a recording apparatus 41 and
supply analog signals of images obtained by image pick-
up to the recording apparatus 41. The recording appa-
ratus 41 records image data which are digital signals of
images obtained by A/D conversion of the analog signals
of the images supplied from the cameras 11-1 to 11-4.
Further, the recording apparatus 41 is connected to a
display apparatus 42 and causes the display apparatus
42 to display an image corresponding to the image data.
[0008] However, in the multi camera system 1 in FIG.
2, the cameras which can be connected to the recording
apparatus 41 are limited to only four cameras 11-1 to
11-4, and therefore, the extensibility of the multi camera
system 1 is poor.
[0009] FIG. 3 shows another example of the configu-
ration of the multi camera system 1 in FIG. 1.
[0010] Referring to FIG. 3, the cameras 11-1 to 11-4
are connected to a personal computer (PC) 52 through
a network 51. Each of the cameras 11-1 to 11-4 picks up
an image and transmit image data obtained by the image

pickup to the PC 52 through the network 51 in accordance
with the IP (Internet Protocol). The PC 52 records the
image data and displays an image corresponding to the
image data.
[0011] Now, the image data to be recorded in the re-
cording apparatus 41 shown in FIG. 2 or the PC 52 shown
in FIG. 3 is described with reference to FIG. 4.
[0012] As seen in FIG. 4, the recording apparatus 41
or the PC 52 records all of the image data obtained by
the cameras 11-1 to 11-4. Accordingly, where the multi
camera system 1 is used for monitoring, even if the image
data are compressed in accordance with a predeter-
mined compression method, the amount of the image
data to be recorded in the recording apparatus 41 or the
PC 52 is very great.
[0013] For example, where image data compressed
under predetermined conditions (50 KB/frame, 10
frame/sec) in accordance with the JPEG (Joint Photo-
graphic Experts Group) system are recorded for 24
hours, in the multi camera system 1 formed from four
cameras 11-1 to 11-4, the amount of image data to be
recorded in the recording apparatus 41 or the PC 52 is
approximately 164 GB. Further, where the multi camera
system 1 is formed from eight cameras, the amount of
image data is approximately 328 GB, and where the multi
camera system 1 is formed from sixteen cameras, the
amount of image data is approximately 656 GB.
[0014] In this manner, in the multi camera system 1,
the four cameras 11-1 to 11-4 are required in order to
monitor the region 21. Therefore, installation of the cam-
eras can be cumbersome, and the cost of the multi cam-
era system 1 is high. Further, where high definition im-
ages are acquired, image pickup must be performed un-
der a condition of a high image pickup magnification.
Therefore, a greater number of cameras may be re-
quired. Further, where the number of the cameras is not
increased while it is intended to acquire high definition
images, it is difficult to acquire high definition images re-
garding the entire region 21. Therefore, it is necessary
for the operator to usually monitor normal images and
designate a desired region to acquire a high definition
image of the region.
[0015] Thus, a monitoring camera is available which
can monitor a situation over a wide range by means of a
single camera by successively picking up an image of an
object while the photographing direction is successively
shifted to obtain a panorama image of the entire object
formed from a plurality of unit images.
[0016] However, with such a monitoring system as de-
scribed above, in order to produce an image of an entire
subject, it is necessary to acquire all unit images which
form the image of the entire subject, and much time is
required to produce an image of the entire subject. Ac-
cordingly, it is difficult to completely capture any small
variation in situation which occurs within a short period
of time within a range of image pickup.
[0017] In particular, a moving body (moving subject)
which moves at a high speed sometimes moves out of
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the range of image pickup in a period of time after an
image of the entire image pickup range is acquired until
a next image of the entire image pickup range is acquired.
[0018] Thus it is desirable to provide an information
processing system, an information processing apparatus
and an information processing method, a program, and
a recording medium wherein an image of a predeter-
mined region and an image of moving bodies in the region
can be picked up and any of images obtained by such
image pickup which is desired by a user can be repro-
duced readily.
[0019] US-A-2004/008773 discloses a technique of ef-
ficiently extracting and synthesizing an object image from
a plurality of images captured at different image magni-
fications. An image processing method includes the
steps of generating a first background image correspond-
ing to a first image captured at a predetermined image
magnification, extracting a first object image from the first
image, generating a second background image corre-
sponding to a second image captured at an image mag-
nification higher than the predetermined image magnifi-
cation, based on the first background image and the first
object image, and extracting a second object image from
the second image and the second background image.
[0020] US-A-2002/063711 discloses a surveillance
system which includes a multi-lens camera system and
a viewer. The camera system includes a plurality of single
lens cameras each of which have a relatively wide angle
lens. These single lens cameras simultaneously capture
images that can be seamed into a panorama. The camera
system also includes a high resolution camera (i.e. a
camera with a telephoto lens) that can be pointed in a
selected direction that is within the field of view of the
other cameras. The system displays a view window into
the panorama that is created from images captured by
the wide angle lenses. The image from the high resolution
camera is superimposed on top of the panoramic image.
The higher solution image is positioned at the point in
the panorama which is displaying the same area in space
at a lower resolution. Thus an operator sees a relatively
low resolution panorama; however, a selected portion of
the panorama is displayed at a high resolution. An oper-
ator can point the high resolution camera toward any de-
sired location, thereby providing an output which shows
more detail in a selected area of the panorama.
[0021] Various respective aspects and features of the
invention are defined in the appended claims.
[0022] The present invention is defined by an informa-
tion processing apparatus according to claim 1, an infor-
mation processing method according to claim 3, a pro-
gram according to claim 4 and a recording medium ac-
cording to claim 5.
[0023] In the information processing apparatus and
method and the program as well as the program recorded
on or in the recording medium, an image of a predeter-
mined region is picked up, and moving bodies existing
in the predetermined region are detected based on a re-
gion image obtained by the image pickup. Then, an image

of the detected moving bodies is picked up. Further, the
region image is stored into the region image storage sec-
tion, and based on a result of the detection, moving body
information representative of the moving bodies and re-
production information relating to reproduction of the re-
gion image from which the moving bodies are detected
are stored in a coordinated relationship with each other
into the information storage section. Further, a moving
body image obtained as a result of the image pickup of
any of the moving bodies is stored in a coordinated re-
lationship with the moving body information representa-
tive of the moving body into the moving body image stor-
age section. Then, if a moving body image corresponding
to a region image of an object of reproduction is desig-
nated, then the moving body information corresponding
to the moving body information is read out from the mov-
ing body image storage section, and the reproduction
information corresponding to the moving body informa-
tion is read out from the information storage section.
Then, the region image stored in the region image stor-
age section is reproduced based on the read out repro-
duction information.
[0024] With the information processing apparatus and
method and the program as well as the recording medi-
um, an image of a predetermined region and an image
of moving bodies in the region can be picked up and any
of images obtained by such image pickup which is de-
sired by a user can be reproduced readily.
[0025] The above and other objects, features and ad-
vantages of embodiments of the present invention will
become apparent from the following description and the
appended claims, taken in conjunction with the accom-
panying drawings in which like parts or elements denoted
by like reference symbols.
[0026] The invention will now be described by way of
example with reference to the accompanying drawings,
throughout which like parts are referred to by like refer-
ences, and in which:

FIG. 1 is a schematic view showing an appearance
of an example of a conventional multi camera sys-
tem;
FIG. 2 is a schematic view showing an example of
a configuration of the multi camera system of FIG. 1;
FIG. 3 is a similar view but showing another example
of the configuration of the multi camera system of
FIG. 1;
FIG. 4 is a diagrammatic view illustrating image data
recorded in a recording apparatus shown in FIG. 2
or a PC shown in FIG. 3;
FIG. 5 is a view showing an example of an appear-
ance of a monitoring system;
FIG. 6 is a schematic view showing an example of
a configuration of the monitoring system shown in
FIG. 5;
FIG. 7 is a block diagram showing an example of a
configuration of a client shown in FIG. 6;
FIG. 8 is a block diagram showing an example of a
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functional configuration of the client shown in FIG. 6;
FIG. 9 is a view illustrating an example of tracking
object information registered in a tracking object in-
formation management database shown in FIG. 8;
FIG. 10 is a view illustrating an example of moving
body information registered in a moving body infor-
mation database shown in FIG. 8;
FIG. 11 is a view illustrating an example of moving
body log information registered in a moving body log
information database shown in FIG. 8;
FIG. 12 is a view illustrating an example of recording
actual result information registered in a recording ac-
tual result information database shown in FIG. 8;
FIG. 13 is a diagrammatic view illustrating the ca-
pacities of sensor images and zoom images stored
in a display information database shown in FIG. 8;
FIGS. 14 to 19 are schematic views showing different
examples of a screen displayed on an outputting sec-
tion shown in FIG. 7;
FIG. 20 is a flow chart illustrating a sensor image
acquisition process by a sensor image acquisition
module shown in FIG. 8;
FIG. 21 is a flow chart illustrating a display informa-
tion registration process at step S5 of FIG. 20;
FIG. 22 is a flow chart illustrating a moving body in-
formation registration process at step S8 of FIG. 20;
FIG. 23 is a flow chart illustrating a moving body de-
tection process by a moving body detection module
shown in FIG. 8;
FIG. 24 is a flow chart illustrating a zoom image ac-
quisition process by a tracking object image acqui-
sition module shown in FIG. 8;
FIG. 25 is a flow chart illustrating a moving body log
information registration process at step S88 of FIG.
24;
FIGS. 26 and 27 are flow charts illustrating a display
process of a screen by a moving body log module
shown in FIG. 8;
FIG. 28 is a flow chart illustrating a recording actual
result information screen displaying process at step
S121 of FIG. 26;
FIG. 29 is a flow chart illustrating a moving body
number graph displaying process at step S122 of
FIG. 26;
FIG. 30 is a flow chart illustrating a moving body log
display section displaying process at step S126 of
FIG. 26;
FIG. 31 is a flow chart illustrating a reproduction proc-
ess of a sensor image and a zoom image by a re-
production module shown in FIG. 8;
FIG. 32 is a flow chart illustrating an editing process
of a sensor image and a zoom image by the client
shown in FIG. 6;
FIG. 33 is a flow chart illustrating a sensor image
acquisition process by the sensor image acquisition
module shown in FIG. 8;
FIG 34 is a diagrammatic view illustrating a storage
capacity of data stored in the display information da-

tabase shown in FIG. 8;
FIG. 35 is a schematic view showing an example of
a screen for setting a size of a moving body which
may be used in the monitoring system of FIG. 6;
FIG. 36 is a schematic view showing an example of
a screen which may be used in the monitoring system
of FIG. 6 when a test button is selected; and
FIGS. 37 and 38 are schematic views showing dif-
ferent examples of the configuration of the monitor-
ing system shown in FIG. 4.

[0027] An information processing apparatus according
to claim 1 is an information processing apparatus (for
example, a client 132 of FIG. 6) for controlling image
pickup of a subject, which includes a region image pickup
control section (for example, a sensor image acquisition
module 221 of FIG 8) for controlling a region image pickup
section (for example, a sensor camera 121 of FIG. 6),
which picks up an image of a predetermined region, to
pick up an image of the predetermined region, a detection
section (for example, a moving body detection module
222 of FIG 8) for detecting moving bodies existing in the
predetermined region based on a region image (for ex-
ample, a sensor image) obtained by the image pickup by
the region image pickup section, a moving body image
pickup control section (for example, a tracking object im-
age acquisition module 223 of FIG. 8) for controlling a
moving body image pickup section (for example, a zoom
camera 122 of FIG. 6), which picks up an image of the
moving bodies detected by the detection section, to pick
up an image of the moving bodies, a region image storage
section (for example, a display information DB 226 of
FIG. 8) for storing the region image obtained by the region
image pickup section, an information storage section (for
example, a moving body information DB 227 of FIG 8)
for storing, based on a result of the detection by the de-
tection section, moving body information (for example, a
moving body ID) representative of the moving bodies and
reproduction information (for example, a reproduction
starting position) relating to reproduction of the region
image from which the moving bodies are detected in a
coordinated relationship with each other, a moving body
image storage section (for example, a moving body log
information DB 228 of FIG. 8) for storing moving body
images (for example, a zoom image 152) obtained as a
result of the image pickup of the moving bodies by the
moving body image pickup section in a coordinated re-
lationship with moving body information representative
of the moving bodies, and a reproduction section (for
example, a reproduction module 231 of FIG. 8 which ex-
ecutes a process at step S212 of FIG 31) for reading out,
when one of the moving body images which corresponds
to a region image of an object of reproduction is desig-
nated, the moving body information corresponding to the
designated moving body image from the moving body
image storage section, reading out the reproduction in-
formation corresponding to the readout moving body in-
formation from the information storage section and re-
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producing the region image stored in the region image
storage section based on the read out reproduction in-
formation.
[0028] The information processing apparatus may fur-
ther comprise a display control section (for example, a
reproduction module 231 of FIG. 8 which executes a
process at step S194 of FIG. 30) for controlling a display
section (for example, an outputting section 207 of FIG.
8), which is provided for displaying a predetermined im-
age, to display the moving body images (for example, a
zoom image), and a designation section (for example,
an inputting section 206 of FIG 8) for designating one of
the moving bodies displayed on the display section as a
moving body image corresponding to the region image
of the object of reproduction, the reproduction section
reproducing, when the moving body image correspond-
ing to the region image of the object of reproduction is
designated by the designation section, the region image
(for example, a process at step S212 of FIG. 31).
[0029] An information processing method according to
claim 3 is an information processing method for an infor-
mation processing apparatus (for example, a client 132
of FIG. 6), which includes a region image storage section
(for example, a display information DB 226 of FIG. 8) and
a moving body image storage section (for example, a
moving body log information DB 228 of FIG. 8) for storing
images and an information storage section (for example,
a moving body information DB 227 of FIG. 8) for storing
information, for controlling image pickup of a subject,
comprising a region image pickup control step (for ex-
ample, a step S1 of FIG 20) of controlling a region image
pickup section (for example, a sensor camera 121 of FIG.
6), which picks up an image of a predetermined region,
to pick up an image of the predetermined region, a de-
tection step (for example, a step S61 of FIG. 23) of de-
tecting moving bodies existing in the predetermined re-
gion based on a region image obtained by the image
pickup by the region image pickup section, a moving body
image pickup control step (for example, a step S85 of
FIG 24) of controlling a moving body image pickup sec-
tion (for example, a zoom camera 122 of FIG. 6), which
picks up an image of the moving bodies detected by the
process at the detection step, to pick up an image of the
moving bodies, a region image storage control step (for
example, a step S27 of FIG 21) of causing the region
image obtained by the region image pickup section to be
stored into the region image storage section, an informa-
tion storage control step (for example, a step S43 of FIG.
22) of causing, based on a result of the detection by the
process at the detection step, moving body information
(for example, a moving body ID) representative of the
moving bodies and reproduction information relating to
reproduction of the region image from which the moving
bodies are detected to be stored in a coordinated rela-
tionship with each other into the information storage sec-
tion, a moving body image storage control step (for ex-
ample, a step S104 of FIG. 25) of causing moving body
images (for example, a zoom image 152) obtained as a

result of the image pickup of the moving bodies by the
moving body image pickup section to be stored in a co-
ordinated relationship with moving body information rep-
resentative of the moving bodies into the moving body
image storage section, and a reproduction step (for ex-
ample, a step S212 of FIG. 31) of reading out, when one
of the moving body images which corresponds to a region
image of an object of reproduction is designated, the
moving body information corresponding to the designat-
ed moving body image from the moving body image stor-
age section, reading out the reproduction information cor-
responding to the read out moving body information from
the information storage section and reproducing the re-
gion image stored in the region image storage section
based on the read out reproduction information.
[0030] A program according to claim 4 and a program
recorded on or in a recording medium according to claim
5 are a program for being executed by a computer which
controls an information processing apparatus (for exam-
ple, a client 132 of FIG 6) which includes a region image
storage section (for example, a display information DB
226 of FIG 8) and a moving body image storage section
(for example, a moving body log information DB 228 of
FIG. 8) for storing images and an information storage
section (for example, a moving body information DB 227
of FIG. 8) for storing information, for controlling image
pickup of a subject, comprising a region image pickup
control step (for example, a step S1 of FIG. 20) of con-
trolling a region image pickup section (for example, a
sensor camera 121 of FIG 6), which picks up an image
of a predetermined region, to pick up an image of the
predetermined region, a detection step (for example, a
step S61 of FIG. 23) of detecting moving bodies existing
in the predetermined region based on a region image
obtained by the image pickup by the region image pickup
section, a moving body image pickup control step (for
example, a step S85 of FIG. 24) of controlling a moving
body image pickup section (for example, a zoom camera
122 of FIG. 6), which picks up an image of the moving
bodies detected by the process at the detection step, to
pick up an image of the moving bodies, a region image
storage control step (for example, a step S27 of FIG. 21)
of causing the region image obtained by the region image
pickup section to be stored into the region image storage
section, an information storage control step of causing,
based on a result of the detection by the process at the
detection step, moving body information (for example, a
moving body ID) representative of the moving bodies and
reproduction information relating to reproduction of the
region image from which the moving bodies are detected
to be stored in a coordinated relationship with each other
into the information storage section, a moving body im-
age storage control step (for example, a step S104 of
FIG. 25) of causing moving body images (for example,
a zoom image 152) obtained as a result of the image
pickup of the moving bodies by the moving body image
pickup section to be stored in a coordinated relationship
with moving body information representative of the mov-
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ing bodies into the moving body image storage section,
and a reproduction step (for example, a step S212 of
FIG. 31) of reading out, when one of the moving body
images which corresponds to a region image of an object
of reproduction is designated, the moving body informa-
tion corresponding to the designated moving body image
from the moving body image storage section, reading out
the reproduction information corresponding to the read
out moving body information from the information storage
section and reproducing the region image stored in the
region image storage section based on the read out re-
production information.
[0031] In the following, a particular embodiment of the
present invention is described in detailed with reference
to the accompanying drawings.
[0032] FIG. 5 shows an example of an appearance of
a monitoring system to which an embodiment of the
present invention is applied.
[0033] Referring to FIG. 5, the monitoring system 101
shown includes a camera unit 111. Referring to FIG. 6,
the camera unit 111 includes a sensor camera 121 for
picking up a region of a wide area, and a zoom camera
122 for picking up an image of a predetermined moving
body in a zoomed (enlarged) state. The sensor camera
121 picks up an image of a region of a wide area, and
the zoom camera 122 zooms and picks up an image of
a moving body detected from within a sensor image 151
obtained by the image pickup by the sensor camera 121.
Consequently, according to the monitoring system 101
shown in FIG. 5, a region 21 of a cylindrical wide area,
for example, of a diameter of 40 m in a parking area can
monitored.
[0034] As a result, the monitoring system 101 shown
in FIG 5 requires a reduced number of cameras when
compared with the multi camera system 1 shown in FIG.
1 and can be installed readily and produced at a reduced
cost.
[0035] FIG 6 shows an example of a configuration of
the monitoring system 101.
[0036] Referring to FIG. 6, the monitoring system 101
includes a camera unit 111 which includes a sensor cam-
era 121 and a zoom camera 122, a network 131, and a
client 132. The monitoring system 101 records a sensor
image 151 acquired by the sensor camera 121 and a
zoom image 152 obtained by image pickup by means of
the zoom camera 122 into the client 132 through the net-
work 131 and reproduces the thus recorded sensor im-
age 151 and zoom image 152 by means of the client 132.
[0037] The sensor camera 121 of the camera unit 111
includes a pan tilt section 121A and a camera section,
121B which are formed as a unitary member. The pan
tilt section 121A is formed as a rotatable table for chang-
ing the image pickup direction freely, for example, with
regard to two axes for panning and tilting (horizontal di-
rection and vertical direction). The camera section 121B
is disposed on the rotatable table which forms the pan
tilt section 121A and controls the pan tilt section 121A
under the control of the client 132 to adjust the horizontal

or vertical direction of the image pickup direction and
change the angle of view of image pickup to expand or
reduce the image pickup magnification to pick up an im-
age of (a subject of) a wide area as moving pictures. In
particular, for example, the camera section 121B suc-
cessively shifts the image pickup direction to pick up an
image of a subject thereby to acquire a plurality of unit
images and produces a sensor image 151 of a panorama
image composed of the plural unit images.
[0038] The camera section 121 B supplies the sensor
image 151 obtained by the image pickup to the client 132
through the network 131. In FIG. 6, the sensor camera
121 picks up an image of a wide area including moving
bodies 161 and 162 to acquire a sensor image 151 in
which the moving bodies 161 and 162 are included.
[0039] The zoom camera 122 includes a pan tilt section
122A and a camera section 122B which are formed as
a unitary member similarly to the sensor camera 121.
The pan tilt section 122A is formed as a rotatable table
for changing the image pickup direction freely, for exam-
ple, with regard to the two axes for panning and tilting
similarly as in the sensor camera 121. The camera sec-
tion 122B is disposed on the rotatable table which forms
the pan tilt section 122A and controls the pan tilt section
122A under the control of the client 132 to adjust the
horizontal or vertical direction of the image pickup direc-
tion and change the angle of view of image pickup to
increase or decrease the image pickup magnification to
pick up a predetermined moving body as zoomed moving
pictures.
[0040] The client 132 detects the moving bodies 161
and 162 included in the sensor image 151 supplied there-
to from the sensor camera 121 and determines a prede-
termined region (for example, a rectangular region) sur-
rounding each of the moving bodies 161 and 162 as a
moving body framework 171 or 172.
[0041] The client 132 supplies, for example, coordi-
nates of the four vertices A to D of the moving body frame-
work 172 on the X axis (axis in the horizontal direction in
FIG. 6) and the Y axis (axis in the vertical direction) on
the sensor image 151 to the zoom camera 122. The zoom
camera 122 performs zoom image pickup of (the moving
body framework 172 of) the moving body 162 based on
the coordinates to acquire the zoom image 152. It is to
be noted that, in the following description, the sensor
image 151 and the zoom image 152 are acquired in a
unit of a frame. The zoom camera 122 supplies the zoom
image 152 to the client 132 through the network 131.
[0042] The network 131 is a communication network
which allows bidirectional communication of data and
may be, for example, the Internet network connected
through a telephone circuit to the client 132 or an ISDN
(Integrated Services Digital Network)/B (broadband)-IS-
DN, a LAN (Local Area Network) or the like connected
to a TA (Terminal Adapter) or a modem.
[0043] The client 132 is formed, for example, from a
personal computer and controls the sensor camera 121
and the zoom camera 122 through the network 131. Fur-
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ther, the client 132 reproduces a sensor image 151 from
the sensor camera 121 and a zoom image 152 from the
zoom camera 122 and reproduces the recorded sensor
image 151 and zoom image 152 so as to be displayed.
[0044] FIG 7 shows an example of a configuration of
the client 132 shown in FIG. 6.
[0045] Referring to FIG. 7, a central processing unit
(CPU) 201 is connected to a read only memory (ROM)
202 and a random access memory (RAM) 203 through
a bus 204. It is to be noted that the CPU 201, ROM 202
and RAM 203 form a microcomputer. Also an input/output
interface 205 is connected to the bus 204.
[0046] The CPU 201 executes various processes in
accordance with a program stored in the ROM 202 or a
program stored in the RAM 203. The ROM 202 has var-
ious programs stored therein. The RAM 203 stores a pro-
gram acquired through a communication section 209.
Further, the RAM .203 suitably stores data and so forth
necessary for the CPU 201 to execute various processes.
[0047] An inputting section 206 including a keyboard,
a mouse, a microphone and so forth, an outputting sec-
tion 207 including an liquid crystal display (LCD) unit, a
speaker and so forth, a storage section 208 formed from
a hard disk and so forth and a communication section
209 formed from a TA, a modem or the like are connected
to the input/output interface 205. The communication
section 209 is connected to the network 131 of FIG. 6
and communicates with the sensor camera 121 and the
zoom camera 122 through the network 131.
[0048] A drive 210 is suitably connected the input/out-
put interface 205 as occasion demands, and a program
is read out from a removable medium 211 loaded in the
drive 210 and installed into the storage section 208. The
CPU 201 loads the program installed in the RAM 203,
for example, into the RAM 203 and executes the program.
[0049] FIG 8 shows an example of a functional config-
uration of the client 132 shown in FIG 6.
[0050] Referring to FIG. 8, the client 132 shown in-
cludes a sensor image acquisition module 221, a moving
body detection module 222, a tracking object image ac-
quisition module 223, a timer module 224, a moving body
log module 230 and a reproduction module 231 which
correspond, for example, to the CPU 201 shown in FIG.
7. The client 132 further includes a tracking object infor-
mation management database (DB) 225, a display infor-
mation DB 226, a moving body information DB 227, a
moving body log information DB 228 and a recording
actual result information DB 229 which correspond, for
example, to the storage section 208 of FIG. 7.
[0051] An instruction to acquire a sensor image 151 is
supplied from the inputting section 206 to the sensor im-
age acquisition module 221 in response to an.operation
of a user. The sensor camera 121 picks up an image of
the region 21 of a wide area under the control of the
sensor image acquisition module 221 and supplies a re-
sulting sensor image 151 and an ID (hereinafter referred
to as camera ID) unique to the sensor camera 121 and
representing the sensor camera 121 itself to the sensor

image acquisition module 221. The sensor image acqui-
sition module 221 further supplies the sensor image 151
from the sensor camera 121 to the moving body detection
module 222.
[0052] The sensor image acquisition module 221 pro-
duces a predetermined file in the display information DB
226 and registers, into the file, the sensor image 151 and
display information including an appearance position of
a moving body represented by the coordinates of the
vertices A to D of a moving body framework 172 supplied
from the moving body detection module 222. Further, the
sensor image acquisition module 221 changes recording
actual result information representative of presence/ab-
sence of storage (record) of a sensor image 151 and a
zoom image 152 registered in the recording actual result
information DB 229 based on date information represent-
ative of the date and time at present supplied from the
timer module 224.
[0053] Further, the sensor image acquisition module
221 produces a predetermined file in the moving body
information DB 227 and registers moving body informa-
tion into the file. The moving body information includes
information of the date and time of appearance, the date
and time of disappearance, the appearance position and
the moving body ID of a moving body supplied from the
moving body detection module 222, a reproduction start-
ing position which is reproduction information relating to
reproduction, and a camera ID supplied from the sensor
camera 121.
[0054] The moving body detection module 222 detects
appearance of any moving body existing in the image
pickup region of the sensor image 151 supplied from the
sensor image acquisition module 221 based on the sen-
sor image 151, and applies an ID (hereinafter referred to
as moving body ID) to the moving body whose appear-
ance is detected. Further, the moving body detection
module 222 recognizes, based on a result of the detec-
tion, the position of the frame of the sensor image 151
when the appearance of the moving body is detected
from the top frame as a reproduction starting position
when the sensor image 151 corresponding to the moving
body is to be reproduced. Furthermore, the moving body
detection module 222 determines a moving body frame
172 (171) of the moving body whose appearance is de-
tected and supplies the coordinates of the vertices A to
D of the moving body frame 172 as the appearance po-
sition of the moving body to the sensor image acquisition
module 221.
[0055] The moving body detection module 222 recog-
nizes the date and time of appearance which is the date
and time at which appearance of any moving body is
detected based on the date and time information from
the counter module 224. The moving body detection
module 222 registers the date and time of appearance,
moving body ID and appearance position of the moving
body as tracking object information which is information
of a moving body of an object of tracking whose image
is to be picked up as a zoom image (tracking image pick-
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up) by the zoom camera 122 into the tracking object in-
formation management DB 225.
[0056] Furthermore, the moving body detection mod-
ule 222 detects disappearance of any moving body
whose appearance has been detected from the sensor
image 151 and recognizes the date and time at which
the disappearance is detected as the date and time of
disappearance based on the date and time information
from the counter module 224. The counter module 224
supplies the date and time of appearance, date and time
of disappearance, appearance position and moving body
ID of the moving body and the reproduction starting po-
sition to the sensor image acquisition module 221.
[0057] The tracking object image acquisition module
223 acquires tracking object information from the tracking
object information management DB 225. The tracking
object image acquisition module 223 controls the zoom
camera 122 based on the tracking object information to
pick up a zoom image of a moving body as moving pic-
tures. The tracking object image acquisition module 223
produces a predetermined file in the display information
DB 226 and registers a zoom image 152 obtained as a
result of the zoom image pickup in a coordinated rela-
tionship with the moving body ID of the moving body of
the tracking object included in the tracking object infor-
mation into the file.
[0058] The tracking object image acquisition module
223 registers a still image (hereinafter referred to as zoom
still image) 272C (hereinafter described with reference
to FIG. 15) produced by capturing the zoom image 152
in the form of moving pictures at a predetermined timing
and the moving body ID of the moving body of the tracking
object as moving body log information for displaying a
moving body log. It is to be noted that the moving body
log is a log of a moving body detected by the moving
body detection module 222. The tracking object image
acquisition module 223 changes the recording actual re-
sult information registered in the recording actual result
information DB 229 based on the date and time informa-
tion from the counter module 224.
[0059] The counter module 224 counts the date and
time at present and supplies date and time information
representing the date and time to the sensor image ac-
quisition module 221, moving body detection module
222, tracking object image acquisition module 223 and
moving body log module 230.
[0060] The tracking object information management
DB 225 stores tracking object information from the mov-
ing body detection module 222 as a predetermined file.
The display information DB 226 stores display informa-
tion and a sensor image 151 from the sensor image ac-
quisition module 221 as a predetermined file. Further,
the display information DB 226 stores a zoom image 152
from the tracking object image acquisition module 223 in
a coordinated relationship with the moving body ID as a
predetermined file.
[0061] The moving body information DB 227 stores
moving body information from the sensor image acqui-

sition module 221 as a predetermined file. The moving
body log information DB 228 stores moving body log in-
formation from the tracking object image acquisition mod-
ule 223 as a predetermined file. The recording actual
result information DB 229 stores registration actual result
information.
[0062] The moving body log module 230 receives an
instruction to display a moving body log supplied thereto
from the inputting section 206 in response to an operation
of the user. The moving body log module 230 causes the
outputting section 207 to display a moving body log in
accordance with the instruction. More particularly, the
moving body log module 230 causes the outputting sec-
tion 207 to display a moving body log based on the date
and time information supplied from the counter module
224, moving body information stored in the moving body
information DB 227, moving body log information stored
in the moving body log information DB 228 and recording
actual result information stored in the recording actual
result information DB 229.
[0063] Further, the moving body log module 230 re-
ceives a reproduction instruction supplied thereto from
the inputting section 206 in response to an operation of
the user and supplies the date and time corresponding
to the sensor image 151 designated as a reproduction
object by the user to the reproduction module 231.
[0064] The reproduction module 231 reads out, based
on the date and time of appearance from the moving
body log module 230 to read out the moving body ID and
the reproduction starting position corresponding to the
date and time of appearance from the moving body in-
formation DB 227. The reproduction module 231 repro-
duces a sensor image 151 and a zoom image 152 from
the display information DB 226 based on the moving body
ID and the reproduction starting position thus read out
and causes the outputting section 207 to display the sen-
sor image 151 and the zoom image 152.
[0065] FIG. 9 illustrates an example of the tracking ob-
ject information stored in the tracking object information
management DB 225 shown in FIG. 8.
[0066] Referring to FIG. 9, the tracking object informa-
tion includes information of the date and time of appear-
ance, moving body ID and appearance position of moving
bodies.
[0067] In FIG. 9, the moving body detection module
222 detects a moving body at each of 10:00 and 10:05
of January 10, 2004 and applies "1" of a moving body ID
to the moving body detected at 10:00 and "2" of another
moving body ID to the moving body detected at 10:05.
Further, the moving body detection module 222 deter-
mines a moving body frame 172 for the moving body of
the moving body ID "1" and recognizes the coordinates
(1, 2), (1, 5), (2, 5) and (2, 2) of the vertices A to D of the
moving body frame 172 as an appearance position of the
moving body. It is to be noted that i of (i, j) represents the
value of the X coordinate on the XY coordinate system
whose origin is a predetermined position of the sensor
image 151, and j represents the value of the Y coordinate.
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[0068] Furthermore, the moving body detection mod-
ule 222 decides a moving body frame 172 for the moving
body of the moving body ID "2" and recognizes the co-
ordinates (3, 5), (3, 9), (5, 9) and (5, 5) of the vertices A
to D of the moving body frame 172 as an appearance
position. Then, the moving body detection module 222
registers the date and time of appearance, moving body
ID and appearance position of the moving bodies of the
moving body IDs "1" and "2" as tracking object informa-
tion into the tracking object information management DB
225.
[0069] FIG. 10 illustrates an example of moving body
information stored in the moving body information DB
227 shown in FIG. 8.
[0070] Referring to FIG. 10, the moving body informa-
tion includes information of the date and time of appear-
ance, date and time of disappearance, appearance po-
sition and moving body ID of a moving body, the repro-
duction starting position and the camera ID. In other
words, in the moving body information DB 227, moving
body IDs, the date and time of appearance, date and time
of disappearance and appearance position of each of
moving bodies of the moving body IDs, reproduction
starting positions and camera IDs are stored in a coor-
dinated relationship as moving body information in the
moving body information DB 227. A file is produced for
each management time zone in the moving body infor-
mation DB 227, and moving body information is regis-
tered in a file corresponding to a management time zone
which includes the date and time of appearance of the
moving body information. It is to be noted that the man-
agement time zone in the following description is defined
as a unit of one hour when one day is delimited by one
hour in order from 9:00 for each date. However, the def-
inition of the management time zone is not limited to this.
[0071] Further, FIG. 10 illustrates an example of the
moving body information registered in a file for the man-
agement time zone from 10:00 to 11:00 of January 10,
2004 in the moving body information DB 227. As seen in
FIG. 10, the moving body detection module 222 detects
disappearance of the moving body, whose appearance
is detected at 10:00 of January 10, 2004 and to which
the moving body ID "1" is applied, at 11:00 of the same
day. Further, the moving body detection module 222 de-
termines a moving body frame 172 of the moving body
whose moving body ID is "1" and recognizes the coordi-
nates (1, 2), (1, 5), (2, 5) and (2, 2) of the vertices A to
D of the moving body frame 172 whose moving body ID
is "1" as an appearance position.
[0072] Further, the frame of the sensor image 151 in
which the appearance of the moving body whose moving
body ID is "1" is detected is the frame #1 which is the first
frame from the top of the frames, and the moving body
detection module 222 recognizes the frame #1 as a re-
production starting position. It is to be noted that, in the
following description, the first frame from the top of
frames is referred to as frame #1. Further, the sensor
image acquisition module 221 receives "1" supplied

thereto as the camera ID of the sensor camera 121 by
which the sensor image 151 in which the appearance of
the moving body whose moving body ID is "1" is detected
is acquired.
[0073] Further, the moving body detection module 222
detects disappearance of the moving body, whose ap-
pearance is detected at 10:05 of January 10, 2004 and
to which the moving body ID "2" is applied, at 10:30 of
the same day. The moving body detection module 222
determines a moving body frame 172 of the moving body
whose moving body ID is "2" and recognizes the coordi-
nates (3, 5), (3, 9), (5, 9) and (5, 5) of the vertices A to
D of the moving body frame 172 whose moving body ID
is "2" as an appearance position.
[0074] Furthermore, the frame of the sensor image 151
in which the appearance of the moving body whose mov-
ing body ID is "2" is detected is the frame #2, and the
moving body detection module 222 recognizes the frame
#2 as a reproduction starting position. Further, the sensor
image acquisition module 221 receives "1" supplied
thereto as the camera ID of the sensor camera 121 by
which the sensor image 151 in which the appearance of
the moving body whose moving body ID is "2" is detected
is acquired.
[0075] When disappearance of any of the bodies to
which the moving body IDs "1" and "2" are applied is
detected, the sensor image acquisition module 221 reg-
isters the moving body information including the date and
time of appearance, date and time of disappearance, ap-
pearance position and moving body ID of the moving
body, the reproduction starting position and the camera
ID into the moving body information DB 227.
[0076] FIG. 11 illustrates an example of the moving
body log information registered in the moving body log
information DB 228 shown in FIG. 8.
[0077] Referring to FIG. 11, the moving body log infor-
mation includes moving body IDs and a 272C obtained
by capturing a zoom image including each of the moving
bodies of the moving body IDs. It is to be noted that num-
bers beginning with 1 are applied to the zoom still images
272C, for example, in the order in which the zoom still
images 272C are acquired, and in the following descrip-
tion, a zoom still image 272C to which the number p is
applied is referred to as zoom still image #p. Further, in
the moving body log information DB 228, a file is pro-
duced for each management time zone, and moving body
log information is registered into a file corresponding to
a management time zone including the date and time at
which the zoom still image 272C of the moving log infor-
mation is acquired.
[0078] In FIG. 11, the tracking object image acquisition
module 223 acquires a zoom still image 272C obtained
by capturing the zoom image 152 of the moving body
whose moving body ID is "1" for two frames of the zoom
still images #1 and #2. Further, the tracking object image
acquisition module 223 acquires the zoom still image
272C of the moving body whose moving body ID is "2"
for one frame of the zoom still image #10.
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[0079] The tracking object image acquisition module
223 registers the moving body ID "1" and the zoom still
image 272C of the moving body of the moving body ID
"1" as well as the moving body ID "2" and the zoom still
image 272C of the moving body of the moving body ID
"2" as moving body log information into the moving body
log information DB 228.
[0080] FIG. 12 illustrates an example of the recording
actual result information registered in the recording ac-
tual result information DB 229.
[0081] Referring to FIG. 12, the recording actual result
information includes sensor flags each representative of
presence or absence of storage of a sensor image 151
and zoom flags each representative of presence or ab-
sence of storage of a zoom image 152 and is registered
in a coordinated relationship with the management time
zones.
[0082] In FIG. 12, the sensor image acquisition module
221 acquires and registers a sensor image 151 into the
display information DB 226 and the tracking object image
acquisition module 223 acquires and registers a zoom
image 152 into the display information DB 226 within the
management time zone from 10:00 to 11:00 of January
10, 2004. In other words, the sensor flag is "1" which
represents the presence of storage of a sensor image
151, and the zoom flag is, for example, "1" which repre-
sents the presence of storage of a zoom image 152.
[0083] On the other hand, the sensor image acquisition
module 221 acquires none of a sensor image 151 and a
zoom image 152 within the management time zone from
11:00 to 12:00 of January 10, 2004. In other words, the
sensor flag is "0" which represents the absence of stor-
age of a sensor image 151, and the zoom flag is, for
example, "0" which represents the absence of storage
of a zoom image 152.
[0084] Now, the data amounts of the sensor image 151
and the zoom image 152 stored in the display information
DB 226 are described with reference to FIG. 13.
[0085] As seen in FIG. 13, in the display information
DB 226, all sensor images 151 acquired by the sensor
camera 121 and zoom images 152 each acquired by the
zoom camera 122 when appearance of a moving body
is detected are recorded.
[0086] Since, in the monitoring system 101, a zoom
image 152 is acquired and recorded only when appear-
ance of a moving body is detected in such a manner as
described above, when compared with an alternative
case wherein all of images acquired from the cameras
11-1 to 11-4 described hereinabove with reference to
FIG. 4 are recorded, the storage capacity of the display
information DB 226 necessary to monitor the region 21
can be reduced.
[0087] For example, where sensor images 151 and
zoom images 152 are recorded in a state wherein they
are compressed in accordance with the JPEG (Joint Pho-
tographic Experts Group) system under predetermined
conditions (50 KB/frame, 10 frames/sec), the data
amount of the sensor image 151 and the zoom image

152 necessary to monitor the region 21 for 24 hours is
approximately 51 GB. In particular, the capacity of the
display information DB 226 necessary to monitor the re-
gion 21 is reduced to less than 1/60 to 1/3 when compared
with that of the multi camera system 1 described herein-
above with reference to FIG. 4.
[0088] As a result, when the sensor images 151 and
the zoom images 152 are reproduced to perform a mon-
itoring act, the user (operator) can reproduce not the
zoom images 152 at all points of time but only every one
of the zoom images 152 at which any moving body which
must be monitored is detected. Therefore, the time and
labor (quantitative man-hours) for the monitoring act can
be reduced.
[0089] Further, since the data amount of the sensor
images 151 and the zoom images 152 stored in the dis-
play information DB 226 is reduced, the reproduction
module 231 can readily search for a sensor image 151
and a zoom image 152 which make an object of repro-
duction.
[0090] Examples of a screen to be displayed on the
outputting section 207 of FIG. 7 are shown in FIGS. 14
to 19.
[0091] When the user operates the inputting section
206 to issue an instruction to acquire a sensor image
151, a screen 250 shown in FIG. 14 is displayed on the
outputting section 207.
[0092] The screen 250 of FIG. 14 includes a sensor
image display section 251 for displaying a sensor image
151, an operation section 252 for displaying a GUI
(Graphical User Interface) through which an instruction
to perform an operation relating to recording (picture re-
cording) of the sensor image 151 and the zoom image
152 is to be issued, a zoom image display section 253
for displaying moving pictures of the zoom image 152,
and so forth.
[0093] The sensor image acquisition module 221
causes the sensor image display section 251 to display
a sensor image 151 being currently acquired. Meanwhile,
the tracking object image acquisition module 223 causes
the zoom image display section 253 to display moving
pictures of a zoom image 152 being currently acquired.
[0094] In the operation section 252, for example, a
playback button 252A, a stop button 252B and so forth
are displayed. The playback button 252A is operated in
order to display (a screen 270 (FIG. 15) of) a moving
body log. Meanwhile, the stop button 252B is operated
in order to end the acquisition of a sensor image 151.
When the user operates the inputting section 206 to se-
lect the playback button 252A, the inputting section 206
accepts the operation of the user and supplies an instruc-
tion to the moving body log module 230 to display a mov-
ing body log in response to the operation. The moving
body log module 230 causes the outputting section 207
to display the screen 270 as seen in FIG. 15 in accord-
ance with the instruction.
[0095] Referring to FIG. 15, the screen 270 includes a
recording actual result display section 271 for displaying
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a recording actual result based on recording actual result
information, a moving body log display section 272 for
displaying a moving body log based on moving body log
information, and a moving body number graph display
section 273 for indicating the number of moving bodies
which appear within a predetermined management time
zone. The screen 270 further includes a target time zone
selection section 274, a reproduction time selection sec-
tion 275, an OK button 276, a close button 277, and so
forth. It is to be noted that a target time band is a prede-
termined time zone (for example, 15 minutes) including
the date and time of appearance of a moving body cor-
responding to a zoom still image 272C which is made a
display object by the moving body log display section 272.
[0096] The recording actual result display section 271
has a date display section 271A and a target week se-
lection section 271B displayed therein. The date display
section 271A displays dates of a target week which is
one week including the date of the target time zone. The
target week selection section 271B is operated in order
to change the target week.
[0097] The moving body log module 230 causes,
based on the sensor flag and the zoom flag of the record-
ing actual result information, a color representing that
"there exists no record of a sensor image 151 and a zoom
image 152", that "there exists a record only of a sensor
image 151" or that "there exists a record of both of a
sensor image 151 and a zoom image 152" to be displayed
at positions of the day of the date display section 271A
and the time of a time display section 271C representing
the date and time corresponding to the recording actual
result information. For example, that "there exists no
record of a sensor image 151 and a zoom image 152" is
represented by transparency; that "there exists a record
only of a sensor image 151" is represented by pale-blue;
and that "there exists a record of both of a sensor image
151 and a zoom image 152" is represented by blue. In
FIG. 15, for example, pale-blue is displayed in the time
display section 271C, and blue is displayed in a color
display section 271D.
[0098] Where that "there exists no record of a sensor
image 151 and a zoom image 152", that "there exists a
record only of a sensor image 151" and that "there exists
a record of both of a sensor image 151 and a zoom image
152" are displayed in different colors in this manner, the
user can decide readily whether or not a record of a sen-
sor image 151 and/or a zoom image 152 exists from the
recording actual result display section 271.
[0099] The moving body log module 230 causes a
color (for example, yellow), which represents that the
present point of time is included in a target time zone, to
be displayed at the positions of the date of the date dis-
play section 271A and the time of the time display section
271C which represent the target time zone of the record-
ing actual result information.
[0100] The moving body log display section 272 has a
tab 272A and thumbnail display sections 272B displayed
therein. The tab 272A represents the number of a page

of the moving body log display section 272. It is to be
noted that not the tab 272A but a scroll bar may be dis-
played in the moving body log display section 272 such
that the page of an object of display can be changed by
the scroll bar. The thumbnail display sections 272B are
displayed, for example, in the form of a matrix in the mov-
ing body log display section 272, and a zoom still image
272C of each moving body appearing within the target
time zone and the appearance time of the moving body
corresponding to the zoom still image 272C are displayed
as a moving body log in a thumbnail display section 272B.
It is to be noted that the appearance time displayed in
any thumbnail display section 272B has a color different,
for example, for every camera ID of the sensor camera
121 from which the sensor image 151 corresponding to
the appearance time is acquired.
[0101] Since only the zoom still image 272C of every
moving body appearing within the target time zone is
displayed on the moving body log display section 272,
the user can search for a zoom still image 272C of a
desired moving body readily.
[0102] The moving body number graph display section
273 displays a moving body number graph the axis of
ordinate of which represents the management time zone
including a target time zone and the axis of abscissa of
which represents the number of moving bodies which
appear within the management time zone. Since the
moving body number graph is displayed in this manner,
even if the user does not reproduce any sensor image
151, it can readily recognize the number of moving bodies
which appear within the management time zone. Further,
the moving body number graph display section 273 dis-
plays also a maximum number (26 in the example of FIG.
15) of moving bodies which appear within the manage-
ment time zone including the target time zone.
[0103] The target time zone selection section 274 is
displayed when a target time zone is to be selected. The
reproduction time selection section 275 is displayed
when (the time of) date and time of appearance of a mov-
ing body which corresponds to a sensor image 151 or a
zoom image 152 of an object of reproduction is to be
selected. The OK button 276 is operated in order to de-
termine the time selected by the reproduction time se-
lection section 275. The close button 277 is operated in
order to stop the display of the screen 270.
[0104] Since the recording actual result display section
271, moving body log display section 272 and moving
body number graph display section 273 are displayed on
the screen 270 in such a manner as described above,
the user can simultaneously recognize presence or ab-
sence of a record of a sensor image 151 and a zoom
image 152 for each time in a unit of a week including a
target time zone, zoom still images 272C of moving bod-
ies appearing within the target time zone and the number
of moving bodies appearing within management time
zones including the target time zone.
[0105] Further, the user can designate a position on
the recording actual result display section 271 corre-
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sponding to a desired date and time to display a moving
body log of a moving body appearing at the desired date
and time on the moving body log display section 272. As
a result, the user can designate a desired date and time
so as to display a moving body log of a moving body
appearing at the desired date and time more readily than
in an alternative case wherein the month, day, hour and
minute of desired date and time are successively input-
ted.
[0106] Further, the user can operate, for example, the
inputting section 206 to select a desired zoom still image
272C on the screen 270 to reproduce and display a de-
sired sensor image 151 and zoom image 152.
[0107] For example, if the user designates a position
in the time display section 271C of the recording actual
result display section 271, the screen 270 shown in FIG.
15 is changed to another screen 270 shown in FIG. 16.
[0108] Referring to FIG. 16, pale-blue representing
that "there exists a record only of a sensor image 151"
is displayed in the time display section 271C. In particular,
since a zoom still image 272C is not acquired but only a
sensor image 151 is acquired at the date and time cor-
responding to the time display section 271C, the thumb-
nail display section 272B is not displayed in the moving
body log display section 272.
[0109] On the other hand, when the user operates the
inputting section 206 to select a thumbnail display section
272B in which a desired zoom still image 272C is dis-
played on the screen 270 of FIG. 15, the moving body
log module 230 supplies the date and time of appearance
displayed in the thumbnail display section 272B to the
reproduction module 231. The reproduction module 231
reads out a reproduction starting position and a moving
body ID corresponding to the date and time of appear-
ance based on the date and time of appearance from the
moving body information DB 227. The reproduction mod-
ule 231 reproduces the sensor image 151 and the zoom
image 152 from the display information DB 226 based
on the read out reproduction starting position and moving
body ID and causes the outputting section 207 to display
a screen 300 shown in FIG. 17. As described above, the
user can designate a reproduction starting position of a
sensor image 151 by selecting the thumbnail display sec-
tion 272B.
[0110] The screen 300 of FIG. 17 includes a sensor
image display section 251, a zoom image display section
253, an operation section 301 formed from a GUI for al-
lowing an operation relating to reproduction to be per-
formed, and so forth.
[0111] The sensor image display section 251 displays
a sensor image 151 reproduced from the display infor-
mation DB 226, and the zoom image display section 253
displays a zoom image 152 reproduced from the display
information DB 226.
[0112] The operation section 301 displays a live button
301A to be operated in order to display the screen 270
shown in FIG. 15 or 16.
[0113] FIG. 18 shows an example of the screen 270

displayed when the date display section 271A is selected
on the screen 270 of FIG. 15 or 16.
[0114] If the user selects the date display section 271A
while the screen 270 of FIG. 15 or 16 is displayed, then
the screen 270 of FIG. 15 or 16 is updated to the screen
270 shown in FIG. 18. In particular, a selection box 321
for selecting deletion or export of a sensor image 151
and a zoom image 152 is displayed. When the user se-
lects deletion of the selection box 321, the moving body
log module 230 causes the outputting section 207 to dis-
play a confirmation screen 340 shown in FIG. 19.
[0115] Referring to FIG. 19, the confirmation screen
340 displays a message of "To be deleted?", an OK but-
ton 341 and a cancel button 342. The OK button 341 is
operated in order to issue a deletion instruction. The can-
cel button 342 is operated in order to issue an instruction
to cancel the deletion.
[0116] It is to be noted that, when the user selects the
export of the selection box 321 in FIG. 18, a confirmation
screen 340 similar to that of FIG. 19 is displayed on the
outputting section 207. The message to be displayed in
this instance is "To be exported?".
[0117] Now, a sensor image acquisition process by the
sensor image acquisition module 221 shown in FIG. 8 is
described with reference to FIG. 20. The sensor image
acquisition process is started, for example, when the user
operates the inputting section 206 to issue an instruction
to acquire a sensor image 151.
[0118] At step S1, the sensor image acquisition mod-
ule 221 issues a request to the sensor camera 121 to
acquire a sensor image 151. The camera section 122A
of the sensor camera 121 controls the pan tilt section 121
A to pick up an image of a region of a wide area as moving
pictures with a predetermined image pickup magnifica-
tion while the horizontal direction or vertical direction of
the image pickup direction is adjusted. Then, the camera
section 122A stores the sensor image 151 in the form of
moving pictures obtained by the image pickup into a client
returning buffer not shown. The sensor camera 121 sup-
plies the sensor image 151 stored in the client returning
buffer and the camera ID of the sensor camera 121 itself
to the sensor image acquisition module 221 in response
to the request from the sensor image acquisition module
221.
[0119] After the process at step S1, the processing ad-
vances to step S2, at which the sensor image acquisition
module 221 acquires the sensor image 151 and the cam-
era ID from the sensor camera 121. Thereafter, the
processing advances to step S3. At step S3, the sensor
image acquisition module 221 inputs the sensor image
151 from the sensor camera 121 to the moving body de-
tection module 222. Thereafter, the processing advances
to step S4.
[0120] At step S4, the sensor image acquisition mod-
ule 221 acquires the moving body IDs, appearance po-
sitions, appearance dates and times of moving bodies
corresponding to the sensor image 151 inputted at step
S3 and a reproduction starting position. Thereafter, the
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processing advances to step S5.
[0121] At step S5, the sensor image acquisition mod-
ule 221 performs a display information registration proc-
ess illustrated in FIG. 21 for registering display informa-
tion, which includes the appearance positions of the mov-
ing bodies, and the sensor image 151 into the display
information DB 226.
[0122] After the process at step S5, the processing ad-
vances to step S6, at which the sensor image acquisition
module 221 updates the client returning buffer of the sen-
sor camera 121. Thereafter, the processing advances to
step S7. At step S7, the sensor image acquisition module
221 decides whether or not all of the moving bodies re-
main in the sensor image 151, that is, whether or not the
moving body ID and the disappearance date and time of
a moving body whose disappearance is detected are
supplied from the moving body detection module 222 to
the sensor image acquisition module 221.
[0123] If it is decided at step S7 that not all of the mov-
ing bodies remain in the sensor image 151, then the
processing advances to step S8. At step S8, the sensor
image acquisition module 221 performs a moving body
information registration process illustrated in FIG. 22 for
registering the moving body information including the
moving ID and the disappearance time of each disap-
pearing moving body supplied from the moving body de-
tection module 222, the corresponding appearance date
and time, appearance position and reproduction starting
position acquired at step S4 and the camera ID supplied
from the sensor camera 121 into the moving body infor-
mation DB 227.
[0124] On the other hand, if it is decided at step S7
that all of the moving bodies remain in the sensor image
151, or after the process at step S8, the processing ad-
vances to step S9. At step S9, the sensor image acqui-
sition module 221 decides whether or not a request to
end the acquisition of a sensor image 151 and a zoom
image 152 is received from the inputting section 206, that
is, whether or not the user operates the inputting section
206 to select the stop button 252B. If the request to end
the acquisition is not received, then the processing re-
turns to step S1 to repeat the processes described above.
[0125] On the other hand, if it is decided at step S8
that a request to end the acquisition of a sensor image
151 and a zoom image 152 is received from the inputting
section 206, then the processing is ended.
[0126] Now, the display information registration proc-
ess at step S5 of FIG. 20 is described with reference to
FIG. 21.
[0127] At step S21, the sensor image acquisition mod-
ule 221 acquires date and time information representa-
tive of the date and time at present from the counter mod-
ule 224. Thereafter, the processing advances to step
S22. At step S22, the sensor image acquisition module
221 reads out a sensor flag corresponding to the date
and time represented by the date and time information
acquired at step S21 from the recording actual result in-
formation DB 229 and decides whether or not the sensor

flag is 0 which represents that there exists no record of
a sensor image 151.
[0128] If it is decided at step S22 that the sensor flag
is 0, then the processing advances to step S23, at which
the sensor image acquisition module 221 changes the
sensor flag from 0 to 1 which represents that there exists
a record of a sensor image 151. Thereafter, the process-
ing advances to step S24.
[0129] On the other hand, if it is decided at step S22
that the sensor flag is not 0, that is, the sensor flag is 1,
then the processing advances to step S24 skipping the
step S23.
[0130] At step S24, the sensor image acquisition mod-
ule 221 acquires the frame number of the sensor image
151 registered in a file of the display information DB 226
produced at step S26 hereinafter described. It is to be
noted that, since no file is produced in the display infor-
mation DB 226 at step S21 to which the processing ad-
vances for the first time, the sensor image acquisition
module 221 does not acquire the frame number but pro-
duces a file in the display information DB 226. Further,
where a new file is not produced at step S26 as yet, the
sensor image acquisition module 221 acquires the frame
number of the sensor image 151 registered in the file
produced at step S21 to which the processing advances
for the first time.
[0131] At step S25, the sensor image acquisition mod-
ule 221 decides whether or not the frame number ac-
quired at step S24 exceeds a predetermined threshold
value set in advance, for example, by the user. If it is
decided that the frame number exceeds the predeter-
mined threshold value, then the processing advances to
step S26, at which the sensor image acquisition module
221 produces a new file in the display information DB 226.
[0132] However, when it is decided at step S25 that
the frame number acquired at step S24 does not exceed
the predetermined threshold value, or after the process
at step S25, the processing advances to step S27. At
step S27, the sensor image acquisition module 221 reg-
isters the display information in a coordinated relation-
ship with the sensor image 151 into the latest file of the
display information DB 226 produced at step S26. In other
words, in the display information DB 226, display infor-
mation corresponding to the sensor image 151 is record-
ed as a file for each predetermined number of frames of
the sensor image 151. Then, the processing returns to
step S5 of FIG. 20 and then advances to step S6.
[0133] Since display information corresponding to a
sensor image 151 is stored as a file for each frame
number of the sensor image 151 in such a manner as
described above, the reproduction module 231 can
search out a sensor image 151 of an object reproduction
rapidly.
[0134] Now, the moving body information registration
process at step S8 of FIG. 20 is described with reference
to FIG. 22.
[0135] At step S41, the sensor image acquisition mod-
ule 221 decides whether or not the moving body infor-
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mation DB 227 includes a file corresponding to a man-
agement time zone of the appearance date and time ac-
quired at step S4 of FIG. 20, that is, whether or not a file
corresponding to a management time zone of the ap-
pearance date and time is produced at step S42 herein-
after described. If it is decided that the moving body in-
formation DB 227 includes a file corresponding to the
management time zone of the appearance date and time,
then the processing advances to step S42.
[0136] At step S42, the sensor image acquisition mod-
ule 221 produces a file corresponding to the manage-
ment time zone of the appearance date and time. For
example, where the appearance date and time is 10:00
of January 10, 2004, the sensor image acquisition mod-
ule 221 produces a file corresponding to the manage-
ment time zone from 10:00 to 11:00 of January 10, 2004
in the moving body information DB 227.
[0137] On the other hand, if it is decided at step S41
that a file corresponding to the management time zone
of the appearance date and time is included in the moving
body information DB 227, then the processing advances
to step S43 skipping the step S42.
[0138] At step S43, the sensor image acquisition mod-
ule 221 registers the moving body information into the
file corresponding to the management time zone of the
appearance date and time of the moving body informa-
tion DB 227. Thereafter, the processing returns to step
S8 of FIG. 20 and advances to step S9.
[0139] Now, a moving body detection process by the
moving body detection module 222 is described with ref-
erence to FIG. 23. The moving body detection process
is started when a sensor image 151 is supplied from the
sensor image acquisition module 221 to the moving body
detection module 222 at step S3 of FIG. 20.
[0140] At step S61, the moving body detection module
222 decides whether or not appearance of a new moving
body is detected from within the sensor image 151 re-
ceived from the sensor image acquisition module 221.
In particular, the moving body detection module 222 de-
cides difference values in luminance level between the
sensor image 151 supplied from the sensor image ac-
quisition module 221 and another sensor image 151 ac-
quired in the preceding cycle. Then, if the difference val-
ues in luminance level exceed a threshold value set upon
manufacture by the manufacturer, then the moving body
detection module 222 decides any aggregate of pixels
which form the sensor image 151 and corresponds to the
luminance levels as a moving body. Further, the moving
body detection module 222 decides, for example, based
on the difference values in luminance level and the ag-
gregate of the pixels detected as a moving body, whether
or not the moving body detected now is a new moving
body which has not been detected till then.
[0141] If appearance of a new moving body is detected
at step S61, then the moving body detection module 222
applies a moving body ID to the new moving body and
advances the processing to step S62. At step S62, the
moving body detection module 222 decides a moving

body framework 172 from the aggregate of the pixels
detected as a moving body at step S61 and recognizes
the coordinates of the vertices A to D of the moving body
framework 172 as an appearance position. Further, the
moving body detection module 222 recognizes, based
on the date and time information supplied from the coun-
ter module 224, the date and time when the moving body
is detected at step S61 as an appearance date and time.
[0142] Furthermore, the moving body detection mod-
ule 222 recognizes the position of the frame of the sensor
image 151, in which the appearance of the new moving
body is detected, from the top frame as a reproduction
starting position when the sensor image 151 correspond-
ing to the moving body is to be reproduced. The moving
body detection module 222 supplies the moving body ID,
appearance date and time and appearance position of
the new moving body whose appearance is detected and
the reproduction starting position to the sensor image
acquisition module 221. The sensor image acquisition
module 221 acquires the moving body ID, appearance
date and time and appearance position and the repro-
duction starting position at step S4 of FIG. 20.
[0143] After the process at step S62, the processing
advances to step S63, at which the moving body detec-
tion module 222 stores tracking object information
formed from the moving body ID applied to the detected
moving body, the appearance date and time and the ap-
pearance position into the tracking object information
management DB 225. In other words, the moving body
detection module 222 updates the tracking object infor-
mation management DB 225.
[0144] Here, the moving body detection module 222
decides priority ranks for zoom image pickup of the de-
tected moving bodies and stores the tracking object in-
formation in the descending order of the priority ranks
into the tracking object information management DB 225
from the top.
[0145] The following six methods are available for the
moving body detection module 222 to determine the pri-
ority ranks.
[0146] The first method determines a priority rank such
that the priority rank of a moving body whose appearance
is detected newly is higher than that of any moving body
detected already. In this instance, since the zoom image
152 of the moving body whose appearance is detected
newly is acquired preferentially, for example, it becomes
easier to acquire a zoom image 152 of an invader. Con-
sequently, an invader can be found readily.
[0147] The second method determines a priority rank
such that the priority rank of a moving body which is po-
sitioned at a higher position has a higher priority rank
than that of another moving body which is positioned at
a lower position. In this instance, since the zoom image
152 of a moving body positioned at a higher position is
acquired preferentially, zoom image pickup of the face
of a human being which generally is positioned at a high
position is likely to be acquired. Consequently, an invader
can be specified readily.
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[0148] The third method determines a priority rank
such that the priority rank of a moving body which is po-
sitioned at a lower position has a higher priority rank than
that of another moving body which is positioned at a high-
er position. In this instance, since the zoom image 152
of a moving body positioned at a lower position is ac-
quired preferentially, where the sensor camera 121 is
installed at a high position such as on a building outdoors,
the zoom image 152 of a human being or a vehicle which
is positioned at a comparatively near position than a high
place such as the sky or buildings can be acquired read-
ily.
[0149] The fourth method determines a priority rank
such that the priority rank of a moving body which has a
comparatively great size has a higher priority rank than
that of another moving body which has a comparatively
small size. In this instance, since the zoom image 152 of
a moving body having a great size is acquired preferen-
tially, the zoom image 152 of a moving body which is
located nearby can be acquired more likely than that of
another moving body which is located remotely.
[0150] The fifth method determines a priority rank such
that the priority rank of a moving body which has a com-
paratively small size has a higher priority rank than that
of another moving body which has a comparatively large
size. In this instance, since the zoom image 152 of a
moving body having a small size is acquired preferen-
tially, the zoom image 152 of a moving body which is
located remotely can be acquired more likely than that
of another moving body which is located nearby.
[0151] The sixth method determines a priority rank
such that a vertically elongated moving body has a higher
priority rank. In this instance, since the zoom image 152
of a vertically elongated moving body is acquired prefer-
entially, the zoom image 152 of the whole body of a hu-
man being which generally is a vertically elongated mov-
ing body is acquired more likely.
[0152] One of such first to sixth methods for determin-
ing a priority rank as described above can be selected,
for example, in response to an operation of the inputting
section 206 by the user. The angle-of-view calculation
module 224 determines the priority ranks of the detected
moving bodies in zoom image pickup in accordance with
one of the first to sixth methods selected by the user.
[0153] After the process at step S63, the processing
advances to step S64, at which the moving body detec-
tion module 222 decides whether or not any of the moving
bodies disappears from the sensor image 151 received
from the sensor image acquisition module 221. In partic-
ular, the moving body detection module 222 decides,
based on difference values in luminance level between
the sensor image 151 supplied from the sensor image
acquisition module 221 in the present cycle and another
sensor image 151 acquired in the preceding cycle,
whether or not, from among those moving bodies which
are detected at step S61 and whose disappearance is
not detected as yet, any moving body disappears from
the sensor image 151.

[0154] If it is decided at step S64 that no moving body
disappears, then the sensor image acquisition module
221 returns the processing to step S61 to repeat the proc-
esses described hereinabove.
[0155] On the other hand, if it is detected at step S64
that some moving body disappears, then the processing
advances to step S65, at which the moving body detec-
tion module 222 recognizes, based on the date and time
information from the counter module 224, the date and
time represented by the date and time information as a
disappearance date and time. Then, the moving body
detection module 222 supplies the disappearance date
and time and the moving body ID of the disappearing
moving body to the sensor image acquisition module 221,
whereafter the processing returns to step S61.
[0156] A zoom image acquisition process by the track-
ing object information acquisition module 223 is de-
scribed below with reference to FIG. 24. The zoom image
acquisition process is started when the tracking object
information management DB 225 is updated at step S63
of FIG. 23.
[0157] At step S81, the tracking object information ac-
quisition module 223 acquires, from within the tracking
object information stored at step S63, the tracking object
information of the moving body which has the highest
priority rank, that is, the piece of the tracking object in-
formation at the top, from the tracking object information
management DB 225. It is to be noted that the tracking
object information management DB 225 is updated when
tracking object information is acquired from the tracking
object information acquisition module 223, and the track-
ing object information is deleted from the tracking object
information management DB 225. In other words, the top
tracking object information in the tracking object informa-
tion management DB 225 always has the highest priority
rank.
[0158] After the process at step S81, the processing
advances to step S82, at which the tracking object infor-
mation acquisition module 223 determines the position
and the magnitude of the angle of view of image pickup
based on the appearance position of the moving body of
the tracking object information so that an image of the
region including the appearance position of the moving
body may be picked up by the zoom camera 122. The
tracking object information acquisition module 223 de-
termines the image pickup magnification from the varia-
tion amount of the position (moving speed of the moving
body) and the magnitude of the angle of view of image
pickup.
[0159] After the process at step S82, the processing
advances to step S83, at which the tracking object infor-
mation acquisition module 223 determines a pan tilt value
from the variation amount of the position of the angle of
view of image pickup and the position of the angle of view
of image pickup. Thereafter, the processing advances to
step S84.
[0160] At step S84, the tracking object information ac-
quisition module 223 issues a request to the zoom cam-
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era 122 to execute a pan tilt movement based on the pan
tilt value determined at step S83. The camera section
122B of the zoom camera 122 controls the camera sec-
tion 122A in accordance with the request to move the
camera section 122B itself to effect a pan tilt movement.
[0161] After the process at step S84, the processing
advances to step S85, at which the tracking object infor-
mation acquisition module 223 issues a request to the
zoom camera 122 to perform zoom image pickup based
on the image pickup magnification in accordance with
the image pickup magnification determined at step S82.
The zoom camera 122 performs zoom image pickup in
accordance with the request and supplies a sensor image
151 obtained by the zoom image pickup to the tracking
object information acquisition module 223.
[0162] After the process at step S85, the processing
advances to step S86, at which the tracking object infor-
mation acquisition module 223 acquires the sensor im-
age 151 supplied from the zoom camera 122. Thereafter,
the processing advances to step S87.
[0163] At step S87, the tracking object information ac-
quisition module 223 registers the sensor image 151 ac-
quired at step S87 as a predetermined file in a coordi-
nated relationship with the moving body ID of the tracking
object information acquired at step S81 into the display
information DB 226.
[0164] After the process at step S87, the tracking ob-
ject information acquisition module 223 performs a mov-
ing body log information registration process of FIG. 25
for registering moving body log information including the
moving body ID of the tracking object information ac-
quired at step S81 and a zoom still image 272C obtained
by capturing the sensor image 151 at a predetermined
timing into the moving body log information DB 228.
Thereafter, the processing advances to step S81.
[0165] Referring to FIG. 25, the moving body log infor-
mation registration process at step S88 of FIG. 24 is de-
scribed.
[0166] At step S101, the tracking object information
acquisition module 223 acquires the date and time infor-
mation representing the date and time at present from
the counter module 224. Thereafter, the processing ad-
vances to step S102.
[0167] At step S102, the tracking object information
acquisition module 223 decides based on the date and
time information acquired at step S101 whether or not a
file produced at step S103 hereinafter described, which
corresponds to the management time zone which in-
cludes the date and time at present, is stored in the mov-
ing body log information DB 228.
[0168] If it is decided at step S103 that the file corre-
sponding to the management time zone including the
date and time at present is not stored in the moving body
log information DB 228, then the processing advances
to step S103. At step S103, the tracking object informa-
tion acquisition module 223 produces a file correspond-
ing to the management time zone including the date and
time at present and stores the file into the moving body

log information DB 228. Then, the processing advances
to step S104.
[0169] On the other hand, if it is decided at step S102
that the file corresponding to the management time zone
including the date and time at present is stored in the
moving body log information DB 228, then the processing
advances to step S104 skipping the step S103.
[0170] At step S104, the tracking object information
acquisition module 223 registers moving body log infor-
mation including the moving body ID of the tracking object
information acquired at step S81 of FIG. 24 and the zoom
still image 272C obtained by capturing the zoom image
152 acquired at step S86 at a predetermined timing into
the moving body log information DB 228. Since the zoom
still image 272C is registered separately from the moving
body information in this manner, the amount of data to
be stored in the moving body information DB 227 is small,
and predetermined moving body information can be
searched out readily from within the moving body infor-
mation DB 227.
[0171] After the process at step S104, the processing
advances to step S105, at which the tracking object in-
formation acquisition module 223 decides whether or not
the zoom flag of the recording actual result information
corresponding to the management time zone including
the date and time represented by the date and time in-
formation of the recording actual result information DB
229 acquired at step S101 is 0 which represents absence
of a record of a zoom image 152.
[0172] If it is decided at step S105 that the zoom flag
of the recording actual result information is 0, then the
processing advances to step S106, at which the tracking
object information acquisition module 223 changes the
zoom flag to 1 which represents presence of a record of
a zoom image 152. Thereafter, the processing returns to
step S88 of FIG. 24.
[0173] On the other hand, if it is decided at step S105
that the zoom flag of the recording actual result informa-
tion is not "0", that is, the zoom flag is "1", then the
processing is ended.
[0174] Now, a display process of the screen 270 of
FIG. 15 or 16 by the moving body log module 230 is
described with reference to FIG. 26. This display process
is started when, for example, the user operates the in-
putting section 206 to select the playback button 252A
of FIG. 14 or the live button 301A of FIG. 17 and an
instruction to display a moving body log is supplied from
the inputting section 106 in response to the operation of
the user.
[0175] At step S121, the moving body log module 230
performs a recording actual result information screen dis-
playing process hereinafter described for displaying the
recording actual result display section 271 of FIG. 15.
Thereafter, the processing advances to step S122.
[0176] At step S122, the moving body log module 230
performs a moving body number graph display process
of FIG. 29 hereinafter described for displaying a moving
body number graph 273 on the moving body log display
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section 272 of FIG. 15. Thereafter, the processing ad-
vances to step S123.
[0177] At step S123, the moving body log module 230
reads out a file corresponding to the target time zone
from the moving body information DB 227 and deter-
mines the number of pages represented by the tab 272A
based on the number of moving bodies corresponding
to the moving body information registered in the file. In
particular, the moving body log module 230 divides the
number Kmax of thumbnail display sections 272B which
can be displayed at a time on the moving body log display
section 272 (for example, in the case of the example of
FIG. 15, Kmax = 7 � 5 = 35), that is, the number Kmax
of thumbnail display sections 272B which can be dis-
played on one page of the moving body log display sec-
tion 272, by the number of moving bodies corresponding
to the moving body information registered in the file read
out from the moving body information DB 227 to deter-
mine a page number. It is to be noted that the fraction
part of the value obtained by the division is rounded up.
[0178] At step S124, the moving body log module 230
sets the page number N which is the page number of the
moving body log display section 272 to be displayed to
1. In other words, the first page of the moving body log
display section 272 is displayed on the screen 270. After
the process at step S124, the processing advances to
step S125, at which the moving body log module 230
sets the display count value K to 0. Thereafter, the
processing advances to step S126.
[0179] At step S126, the moving body log module 230
performs a moving body log display section displaying
process of FIG. 30 hereinafter described for displaying
the moving body log display section 272 of the screen
270.
[0180] At step S127, the moving body log module 230
decides whether or not an instruction to display a moving
body log display section 272 is issued by the user, that
is, whether or not indication information representing an
indication of the moving body log display section 272 is
supplied. The user would indicate a thumbnail display
section 272B on which a desired zoom still image 272C
is displayed to issue an instruction to reproduce a sensor
image 151 and a zoom image 152 which include the mov-
ing body.
[0181] If it is decided at step S127 that a moving body
log display section 272 is indicated by the user, then the
processing advances to step S128, at which the moving
body log module 230 recognizes the coordinates of the
position indicated by the user on the moving body log
display section 272.
[0182] At step S129, the moving body log module 230
decides, based on the coordinates of the position indi-
cated by the user and recognized at step S128, whether
or not the position indicated by the user is within a thumb-
nail display section 272B, that is, whether or not one of
the thumbnail display sections 272B is indicated by the
user.
[0183] If it is decided at step S129 that the position

indicated by the user is not within any thumbnail display
section 272B, then the processing returns to step S127.
[0184] On the other hand, if it is decided at step S129
that the position indicated by the user is within a thumb-
nail display section 272B, then the processing advances
to step S130, at which the moving body log module 230
outputs the appearance date and time of the zoom still
image 272C displayed on the thumbnail display section
272B to the reproduction module 231. Thereafter, the
moving body log module 230 ends the processing. In
particular, if the user operates the inputting section 206
on the screen 270 of FIG. 15 to indicate a position within
a thumbnail display section 272B, then the moving body
log module 230 reads out the moving body ID corre-
sponding to the zoom still image 272C displayed in the
thumbnail display section 272B from the moving body
log information DB 228. Then, the moving body log mod-
ule 230 reads out and outputs the appearance date and
time of the moving body information corresponding to the
moving body ID to the reproduction module 231, where-
after it ends the processing.
[0185] On the other hand, if it is decided at step S127
that the moving body log display section 272 is not indi-
cated by the user, then the processing advances to step
S131, at which the moving body log module 230 decides
whether or not a tab 272A is selected by the user. In
particular, when the user tries to change the page of the
moving body log display section 272 displayed on the
screen 270, the user would operate the inputting section
206 to select a tab 272A representing a desired page
number Nc. The inputting section 206 supplies an instruc-
tion to change the page number N to the page number
Nc to the moving body log display section 272 in response
to the operation of the user. The moving body log display
section 272 decides whether or not an instruction to
change the page number N to the page number Nc is
received from the inputting section 206.
[0186] If a tab 272A is selected by the user at step
S131, that is, if an instruction to change the page number
N to a page number Nc is received from the inputting
section 206, then the processing advances to step S132,
at which the moving body log module 230 changes the
page number N to the page number Nc desired by the
user.
[0187] After the process at step S132, the processing
advances to step S133, at which the moving body log
module 230 sets the display count value K to 0. There-
after, the processing returns to step S126 to update the
display of the moving body log display section 272.
[0188] On the other hand, if it is decided at step S131
that a tab 272A is not selected by the user, that is, an
instruction to change the page number N to a page
number Nc is not received from the inputting section 206,
then the processing advances to step S134. At step
S134, the moving body log module 230 decides whether
or not a target time zone is changed.
[0189] In particular, when the user tries to change the
target time band, the user would operate the inputting
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section 206 (for example, an upward or downward arrow
mark key of the keyboard) to issue an indication of a
position corresponding to a desired target time zone in
the recording actual result display section 271 or operate
the target time zone selection section 274 to select a
desired target time zone. At this time, the inputting section
206 supplies an instruction to change the target time zone
to the moving body log module 230 in response to the
operation of the user. The moving body log module 230
decides whether or not an instruction to change the target
time zone is received from the inputting section 206.
[0190] If the target time zone is changed, that is, if an
instruction to change the target time zone is received
from the inputting section 206 at step S134, then the mov-
ing body log module 230 changes the color of the posi-
tions of the date of the date display section 271A and the
time of the time display section 271C which represent
the target time zone of the recording actual result display
section 271 to a predetermined color (for example, yel-
low). Then, the processing returns to step S126, at which
the display of the moving body log display section 272 is
updated.
[0191] On the other hand, if the target time zone is not
changed, that is, if an instruction to change the target
time zone is not received from the inputting section 206
at step S134, then the processing advances to step S135.
At step S135, the moving body log module 230 decides
whether or not the target week is changed.
[0192] More particularly, if the user intends to change
the target week, then the user would operate the inputting
section 206 to operate the target week selection section
271B of the recording actual result display section 271
of FIG. 15 to select a desired target week. At this time,
the inputting section 206 supplies an instruction to
change the target week to the moving body log module
230 in response to the operation of the user. The moving
body log module 230 decides whether or not an instruc-
tion to change the target week is received from the in-
putting section 206. It is to be noted that, where the date
displayed in the date display section 271A is a date of
the week at present, if the user operates the target week
selection section 271B to select the next week as a target
week, then this operation is invalidated.
[0193] If it is decided at step S135 that the target week
is changed, that is, an instruction to change the target
week is received from the inputting section 206, then the
moving body log module 230 returns the processing to
step S121 to repeat the processes described above.
[0194] On the other hand, if it is decided at step S135
that the target week is not changed, that is, an instruction
to change the target week is not received from the input-
ting section 206, then the processing advances to step
S136. At step S136, the moving body log module 230
decides whether or not the OK button 276 is operated.
[0195] In particular, if the appearance date and time
of a moving body corresponding to the sensor image 151
and the zoom image 152 which are an object of repro-
duction is determined already, then the user would op-

erate the inputting section 206 to operate the reproduc-
tion time selection section 275 to select an appearance
date and time. Thereafter, the user would operate the
inputting section 206 to operate the OK button 276. At
this time, the inputting section 206 supplies information
representative of the operation of the OK button 276 to
the moving body log module 230 in response to the op-
eration of the user. Then, the moving body log module
230 decides whether or not information representative
of an operation of the OK button 276 is received from the
inputting section 206.
[0196] If it is decided at step S136 that the OK button
276 is not operated, that is, information representing an
operation of the OK button 276 is not received from the
inputting section 206, then the processing returns to step
S127. Consequently, the moving body log module 230
repeats the processes described above.
[0197] On the other hand, if it is decided at step S136
that the OK button 276 is operated, that is, information
representing an operation of the OK button 276 is re-
ceived from the inputting section 206, then the process-
ing returns advances to step S137. At step S137, the
moving body log module 230 reads out the moving body
information including the time of the appearance date
and time (in the example of FIG. 15, 17:30) and the date
(in the example of FIG. 15, January 13, 2006) corre-
sponding to the recording actual result display section
271E of the recording actual result display section 271
as a date and time of appearance from the moving body
information DB 227. Then, the moving body log module
230 outputs the read out moving body information to the
reproduction module 231.
[0198] After the process at step S137, the processing
advances to step S138, at which the moving body log
module 230 decides whether or not the close button 277
is operated by the user, that is, whether or not information
representative of an operation of the close button 277 is
received from the inputting section 206 in response to an
operation of the user.
[0199] If it is decided at step S138 that the close button
277 is not operated by the user, then the processing re-
turns to step S127 to repeat the processes described
hereinabove. On the other hand, if it is decided at step
S138 that the close button 277 is operated, then the mov-
ing body log module 230 stops the display of the screen
270 and ends the processing.
[0200] Now, a recording actual result information
screen displaying process at step S121 of FIG. 26 is de-
scribed with reference to FIG. 28.
[0201] At step S151, the moving body log module 230
sets the target week to the target week changed at step
S135 of FIG. 26. It is to be noted that, at step S151 to
which the processing comes for the first time, the moving
body log module 230 recognizes, for example, based on
the date and time information supplied from the counter
module 224, the date and time when the playback button
252A of FIG. 14 or the live button 301A of FIG. 17 is
operated by the user and sets a predetermined period of
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time including the date and time to the target time band.
Further, the moving body log module 230 sets one week
including the date as a target week.
[0202] It is to be noted that the target week may be set
in a different manner. For example, if the live button 301A
is operated by the user, then the moving body log module
230 sets a predetermined period of time including the
appearance date and time of a moving body correspond-
ing to the sensor image 151 and the zoom image 152
displayed on the sensor image display section 251 and
the zoom image display section 253 (FIG. 17) at the point
of time as a target time zone, and one week including
the appearance date and time including the date as the
target week.
[0203] After the process at step S151, the processing
advances to step S152, at which the moving body log
module 230 causes the target week set at step S151 to
be displayed in the date display section 271A. Thereafter,
the processing advances to step S153. At step S153, the
moving body log module 230 acquires recording actual
result information of the target week. Thereafter, the
processing advances to step S154.
[0204] At step S154, the moving body log module 230
causes a recording actual result representing presence/
absence of a record (picture record) of a sensor image
151 and a zoom image 152 based on the recording actual
result information acquired at step S153. In particular,
the moving body log module 230 indicates, based on the
sensor flag and the zoom flag of the recording actual
result information, that "there exists no record of a sensor
image 151 and a zoom image 152" in transparency, that
"there exists a record only of a sensor image 151" in pale-
blue and that "there exists a record of both of a sensor
image 151 and a zoom image 152" in blue at the position
of the date of the date display section 271A and the time
of the time display section 271C which represent the date
and time corresponding to the recording actual result in-
formation.
[0205] After the process at step S154, the processing
advances to step S155, at which the moving body log
module 230 causes the target time zone selection section
274 to display the target time zone and changes the color
at the position of the date of the date display section 271A
and the time of the time display section 271C which rep-
resent the target time zone of the recording actual result
display section 271 to a predetermined color (for exam-
ple, to yellow).
[0206] After the process at step S155, the processing
advances to step S156, at which the moving body log
module 230 causes the reproduction time selection sec-
tion 275 to be displayed. For example, the first point of
time within the target time zone is displayed in the repro-
duction time selection section 275.
[0207] After the process at step S156, the processing
advances to step S157, at which the moving body log
module 230 causes the OK button 276 and the close
button 277 to be displayed. Thereafter, the processing
returns to step S121 of FIG. 26 and then advances to

step S122.
[0208] Now, the moving body number graph displaying
process at step S122 of FIG. 26 is described with refer-
ence to FIG. 29.
[0209] At step S171, the moving body log module 230
acquires the moving body information within the man-
agement time zone including the garget time zone from
the moving body information DB 227. Thereafter, the
processing advances to step S172.
[0210] At step S172, the moving body log module 230
determines a maximum number of moving bodies which
appear per one minute based on the moving body infor-
mation acquired at step S171. For example, where the
moving body information of FIG. 10 is acquired, since a
moving body appears at 10:00 and at 10:05, the number
of moving bodies which appear per one minute is 1.
[0211] After the process at step S172, the processing
advances to step S173, at which the moving body log
module 230 determines, for each one minute, the ratio
between the number of moving bodies which appear for
each one minute and the maximum number of moving
bodies determined at step S172. Thereafter, the process-
ing advances to step S174.
[0212] At step S174, the moving body log module 230
causes, based on the management time zone and on the
maximum number of moving bodies determined at step
S172 and further on the ratio determined at step S173,
the moving body number graph 273 to display a moving
body number graph whose axis of abscissa represents
the management time zone and whose axis of ordinate
represents the number of moving bodies. For example,
where the maximum number of moving bodies deter-
mined at step S172 is 26, the moving body log module
230 sets the maximum value of the axis of ordinate of
the moving body number graph to 26 as seen in FIG. 15
and causes a bar of a height corresponding to the ratio
determined at step S173 to be displayed for each one
minute of the management time zone generally as a mov-
ing body number graph. It is to be noted that the bars
corresponding to all of the appearance points of time dis-
played in the thumbnail display section 272B may be dis-
played in colors different from one another. This allows
the user to recognize easily at which position of the mov-
ing body graph the zoom still image 272C displayed in
the thumbnail display section 272B is positioned. After
the process at step S174, the processing returns to step
S122 of FIG. 26 and then advances to step S123.
[0213] Now, the moving body log display section dis-
playing process at step S126 of FIG. 26 is described with
reference to FIG. 30.
[0214] At step S191, the moving body log module 230
acquires the moving body information within the target
time zone from the moving body information DB 227 and
decides whether or not the moving body information in-
cludes Mth (M = Kmax � (N - 1) + k + 1) moving body
information from the top thereof.
[0215] If it is decided at step S191 that the moving body
information includes the Mth moving body information
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from the top, then the processing advances to step S192.
At step S192, the moving body log module 230 reads out
the moving body log information corresponding to the
moving body ID included in the moving body information
from the moving body log information DB 228 and selects
the zoom still image 272C of the moving body log infor-
mation as a display object of the thumbnail display sec-
tion 272B.
[0216] After the process at step S192, the processing
advances to step S193, at which the moving body log
module 230 determines, based on the display count val-
ue K, a thumbnail display section 272B in which the dis-
play object selected at step S192 should be displayed.
For example, for the thumbnail display section 272B, the
display count value K corresponding to the zoom station-
ary image 272C to be displayed in the thumbnail display
section 272B is set in advance by the user. For example,
the user might set the display count value K so as to
increase in order toward the rightward downward direc-
tion from the thumbnail display section 272B at a left up-
per location of the moving body log display section 272.
In this instance, where seven thumbnail display sections
272B are arranged in the horizontal direction of the mov-
ing body log display section 272 as seen in FIG. 15, if
the display count value K is set to 2, then the second
thumbnail display section 272B in the second column
from the left in the first row of the thumbnail display sec-
tions 272B is determined to be the thumbnail display sec-
tion 272B in which the display object is to be displayed.
[0217] After the process at step S193, the processing
advances to step S194, at which the moving body log
module 230 causes the zoom still image 272C of the
display object to be displayed in the thumbnail display
section 272B determined at step S193. It is to be noted
that, where the moving body log information DB 228 does
not include corresponding moving body log information,
nothing is displayed in the thumbnail display section
272B determined at step S193.
[0218] After the process at step S194, the processing
advances to step S195, at which the moving body log
module 230 determines the display color of the appear-
ance date and time based on the camera ID of the Mth
moving body information from the top of the moving body
information acquired at step S191. For example, the mov-
ing body log module 230 determines a different display
color for each camera ID.
[0219] After the process at step S195, the processing
advances to step S196, at which the moving body log
module 230 decides the time of the appearance date and
time of the Mth moving body information from the top of
the moving body information acquired at step S191 as
an appearance date and time and causes the appear-
ance date and time to be displayed in the display color
determined at step S195 in the thumbnail display section
272B.
[0220] After the process at step S196, the processing
advances to step S197, at which the moving body log
module 230 decides whether or not the display count

value K is smaller than the number Kmax of thumbnail
display sections 272B which can be displayed at a time
in the moving body log display section 272. If it is decided
that the display count value K is smaller than the number
Kmax, then the processing advances to step S198.
[0221] At step S198, the moving body log module 230
increments the display count value K by one. Thereafter,
the processing returns to step S191 to repeat the proc-
esses described above.
[0222] If it is decided at step S191 that the moving body
information does not include the Mth moving body infor-
mation from the top thereof, or if it is decided at step S197
that the display count value K is not smaller than the
number Kmax of thumbnail display sections 272B which
can be displayed at a time in the moving body log display
section 272, then the processing returns to step S126
and then advances to step S127.
[0223] Now, the reproduction process of a sensor im-
age 151 and a zoom image 152 by the reproduction mod-
ule 231 shown in FIG. 8 is described with reference to
FIG. 31. This process is started, for example, when an
appearance date and time of a moving body correspond-
ing to a sensor image 151 and a zoom image 152 which
make an object of reproduction is supplied from the mov-
ing body log module 230 to the reproduction module 231
at step S130 of FIG. 26 or at step S137 of FIG. 27. It is
to be noted that, at this time, the reproduction module
231 causes the outputting section 207 to display the
screen 300 of FIG. 17.
[0224] At step S211, the reproduction module 231
reads out, from the moving body information DB 227, a
file corresponding to the management time band includ-
ing the appearance date and time supplied from the mov-
ing body log module 230, and acquires the reproduction
starting position and the moving body ID from the moving
body information registered in the file and including the
appearance date and time.
[0225] After the process at step S211, the processing
advances to step S212, at which the reproduction module
231 successively reproduces, based on the reproduction
starting position and the moving body ID acquired at step
S211, the sensor images 151 at and following the repro-
duction starting position and the zoom images 152 coor-
dinated with the moving body ID and causes the sensor
images 151 and the zoom images 152 to be displayed
in the sensor image display section 251 (FIG. 17) and
the zoom image display section 253, respectively. There-
after, the processing is ended.
[0226] Now, an editing process of the sensor images
151 and the zoom images 152 by the client 132 is de-
scribed with reference to FIG. 32. This editing process
is started when the user operates the inputting section
206 to select the date display section 271A of FIG 18.
[0227] At step S231, the moving body log module 230
acquires the date of the date display section 271A se-
lected by the user in response to information represent-
ative of the selection of the date display section 271A
supplied from the inputting section 206 in response to
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the operation of the user. Thereafter, the processing ad-
vances to step S232.
[0228] At step S232, the moving body log module 230
decides, based on the date and time information received
from the counter module 224, whether or not the date
acquired at step S231 is prior to the date at present. If it
is decided that the date acquired at step S231 is not prior
to the date at present, then the processing advances to
step S233.
[0229] At step S233, the moving body log module 230
causes an error message, which represents that deletion
or export is impossible, to be displayed. Thereafter, the
processing is ended.
[0230] On the other hand, if it is decided at step S232
that the date acquired at step S231 is prior to the date at
present, then the processing advances to step S234. At
step S234, the moving body log module 230 decides
whether or not a sensor image 151 or a zoom image 152
of the date acquired at step S231 is available. In partic-
ular, the moving body log module 230 reads out all re-
cording actual result information corresponding to the
management time zones of the date acquired at step
S231 from the recording actual result information DB 229
and decides whether or not at least one of the sensor
flags and the zoom flags of the recording actual result
information is "1".
[0231] If it is decided at step S234 that a sensor image
151 or a zoom image 152 is not available, then the
processing advances to step S233, at which the process
described above is performed.
[0232] On the other hand, if it is decided at step S234
that a sensor image 151 or a zoom image 152 is available,
then the processing advances to step S235, at which the
moving body log module 230 causes the selection box
321 for selection of deletion or export of FIG. 18 to be
displayed. Thereafter, the processing advances to step
S236.
[0233] At step S236, the moving body log module 230
decides whether or not the sensor image 151 or zoom
image 152 should be deleted, that is, whether or not the
user operates the inputting section 206 to select deletion
of the selection box 321.
[0234] If it is decided at step S236 that the sensor im-
age 151 or zoom image 152 should not be deleted, that
is, the user operates the inputting section 206 to select
the export of the selection box 321, then the processing
advances to step S237. At step S237, the moving body
log module 230 causes a folder selection screen for se-
lecting a folder of the destination of the export to be dis-
played. The user would operate the inputting section 206
to select a desired folder as the destination of the export
from within the folder selection screen.
[0235] After the process at step S237, the processing
advances to step S238, at which the moving body log
module 230 decides whether or not the sensor image
151 or the zoom image 152 can be exported into the
folder selected by the user. If it is decided that the sensor
image 151 or the zoom image 152 cannot be exported,

then the processing advances to step S239.
[0236] At step S239, the moving body log module 230
causes an error message representing that the sensor
image 151 or the zoom image 152 cannot be exposed
to be displayed. Thereafter, the processing returns to
step S237.
[0237] On the other hand, if it is decided at step S238
that the sensor image 151 or the zoom image 152 can
be exported into the folder selected by the user, then the
processing advances to step S240. At step S240, the
moving body log module 230 causes the confirmation
screen 340 (FIG. 19) for the confirmation of whether or
not the sensor image 151 or the zoom image 152 should
be exposed to be displayed. Thereafter, the processing
advances to step S241.
[0238] At step S241, the moving body log module 230
decides whether or not the OK button 341 is operated by
the user. If it is decided that the OK button 341 is oper-
ated, then the processing advances to step S242, at
which the moving body log module 230 supplies the date
acquired at step S231 and the export destination selected
at step S237 to the reproduction module 231. The repro-
duction module 231 reads out a file corresponding to the
management time zone of the date from the moving body
information DB 227 based on the date from the moving
body log module 230, and recognizes the reproduction
starting position and the moving body ID registered in
the read out file. The reproduction module 231 reproduc-
es, based on the recognized reproduction starting posi-
tion and moving body ID, the sensor image 151 corre-
sponding to the reproduction starting position and the
zoom image 152 corresponding to the moving body ID
from the display information DB 226. Then, the reproduc-
tion module 231 exports the reproduced sensor image
151 and zoom image 152 to the export destination,
whereafter the processing is ended.
[0239] On the other hand, if it is decided at step S241
that the OK button 341 is not operated, that is, the cancel
button 342 is operated, then the processing is ended skip-
ping the step S242.
[0240] If it is decided at step S236 that the sensor im-
age 151 or the zoom image 152 should be deleted, that
is, the user operates the inputting section 206 to select
deletion of the selection box 321, then the processing
advances to step S244. At step S244, the moving body
log module 230 causes the confirmation screen 340 (FIG.
19) for the confirmation of whether or not deletion should
be performed to be displayed, similarly as at step S241.
Thereafter, the processing advances to step S244.
[0241] At step S244, the moving body log module 230
decides whether or not the OK button 341 is operated by
the user similarly as at step S241. If it is decided that the
OK button 341 is operated, then the processing advances
to step S245, at which the moving body log module 230
supplies the date acquired at step S231 to the reproduc-
tion module 231. The reproduction module 231 reads
out, based on the date from the moving body log module
230, the file corresponding to the management time zone
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of the date from the moving body information DB 227 and
recognizes the reproduction starting position and the
moving body ID registered in the read out file. Then, the
reproduction module 231 deletes, based on the recog-
nized reproduction starting position and moving body ID,
the sensor image 151 corresponding to the reproduction
starting position and the zoom image 152 corresponding
to the moving body ID from the display information DB
226. Thereafter, the processing is ended.
[0242] On the other hand, if it is decided at step S244
that the OK button 341 is not operated, that is, the cancel
button 342 is operated, then the processing is ended skip-
ping the step S245.
[0243] It is to be noted that, while the editing process
described above involves deletion and export, the editing
process is not limited to them but may involve, for exam-
ple, compression of the sensor image 151 or the zoom
image 152. Further, while the editing process is executed
for each date selected by the user, the user may select
time so that an editing process may be performed for
every date and time.
[0244] It is to be noted that, while, in the embodiment
described above, the monitoring system 10 records sen-
sor an image 151 and a zoom image 152, it may be mod-
ified such that a sensor image 151 is not recorded but
only a zoom image 152 is recorded. Further, the user
may operate the inputting section 206 to select one of an
all recording mode in which a sensor image 151 and a
zoom image 152 are recorded and a zoom image record-
ing mode in which only a zoom image 152 is recorded.
[0245] A sensor image acquisition process by the sen-
sor image acquisition module 221 in this instance is de-
scribed with reference to FIG. 33.
[0246] Processes at steps S251 to S254 are similar to
those at steps S1 to S4 of FIG. 20 described hereinabove,
respectively, and therefore, the processes are not de-
scribed here to avoid redundancy.
[0247] After the process at step S254, the processing
advances to step S255, at which the sensor image ac-
quisition module 221 decides whether or not the record-
ing mode is a zoom image only recording mode. In par-
ticular, the inputting section 206 supplies information in-
dicative of selection of the all recording mode or the zoom
image only recording mode to the sensor image acqui-
sition module 221 in response to an operation thereof by
the user. The sensor image acquisition module 221 re-
ceives the information and sets the recording mode to
the all recording mode or the zoom image only recording
mode in response to the received information. At step
S255, the reproduction module 231 decides whether or
not the recording mode currently set is the zoom image
only recording mode.
[0248] If it is decided at step S255 that the recording
mode is not the zoom image only recording mode, that
is, the recording mode is the all recording mode, then the
processing advances to step S256.
[0249] On the other hand, if it is decided at step S255
that the recording mode is the zoom image only recording

mode, then the processing advances to step S257 skip-
ping the step S256. In particular, the sensor image ac-
quisition module 221 does not record the sensor image
151 into the display information DB 226, and the sensor
flag of the recording actual result information of the re-
cording actual result information DB 229 remains 0 rep-
resenting that there is no record of a sensor image 151.
[0250] At steps S256 to S260, processes similar to
those at steps S5 to S9 of FIG. 20 are performed, re-
spectively. Therefore, description of the processes is
omitted herein to avoid redundancy.
[0251] Now, the stored amount of data recorded in the
display information DB 226 where the recording mode is
the zoom image only recording mode is described with
reference to FIG. 34.
[0252] As seen in FIG. 34, only a zoom image 152
acquired by the zoom camera 122 is recorded into the
display information DB 226 only when appearance of a
moving body is detected. Accordingly, when compared
with the case illustrated in FIG. 13 wherein both of a sen-
sor image 151 and a zoom image 152 are recorded, the
amount of data to be recorded into the display information
DB 226 can be further reduced.
[0253] It is to be noted that sensor images 151 and
zoom images 152 may be recorded otherwise such that
only those sensor images 151 and zoom images 152 of
moving bodies which have priority ranks for zoom image
pickup, for example, higher than a threshold value set in
advance by the user are recorded. Or, only the zoom
images 152 of those moving bodies which have priority
ranks higher than a threshold value may be recorded.
[0254] It is to be noted that the size of a moving body
to be detected by the moving body detection module 222
described hereinabove may be set by the user operating
the inputting section 206.
[0255] In this instance, when the user operates the in-
putting section 206, a screen 401 for setting the size of
a moving body is displayed on the outputting section 207
as seen in FIG. 35.
[0256] Referring to FIG. 35, a text box 411A or a slider
412A is operated in order to set the minimum size (pixel)
in the horizontal direction (X direction) of a moving body
to be detected by the sensor camera 121. The user would
operate the text box 411 A to input a numerical value or
operate the slider 412A to move the slider 412A in the
leftward or rightward direction in FIG. 35 to set a minimum
size for a moving body in the horizontal direction.
[0257] Another text box 411B or another slider 412B
is operated in order to set a minimum vertical direction
(Y direction) of a moving body to be detected by the sen-
sor camera 121. Another text box 413A or another slider
414A is operated in order to set a maximum size in the
horizontal direction for a moving body to be detected by
the sensor camera 121, and a further text box 413B or a
further slider 414B is operated in order to set a maximum
size in the vertical direction.
[0258] A test button 415 is operated in order to visually
compare the maximum and minimum sizes for a moving
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body set in such a manner as described above with the
size of a subject of a sensor image 151. When the test
button 415 is operated by the user, such a screen 421
as shown in FIG. 36 is displayed on the outputting section
207.
[0259] Referring to FIG. 36, on the screen 421, for ex-
ample, a sensor image display section 430 for displaying
a sensor image 151, a maximum size section 431 for
displaying a currently set maximum size for a moving
body of an object of detection and a minimum size section
432 for displaying a minimum size for the moving body
of the object of detection are displayed.
[0260] The user can visually compare, for example, a
person 433 of the sensor image 151 displayed in the
sensor image display section 430 with the maximum size
section 431 and the minimum size section 432 to confirm
readily whether the maximum size and the minimum size
set by the user itself have reasonable values.
[0261] FIG. 37 shows an example of the configuration
of another form of the monitoring system 101 of FIG. 6.
[0262] The monitoring system 101 of FIG. 37 includes
a stationary camera 451 which can perform omnidirec-
tional image pickup over 360 degrees on the real time
basis in place of the sensor camera 121 shown in FIG. 6.
[0263] FIG. 38 shows an example of the configuration
of a further form of the monitoring system 101 of FIG. 6.
[0264] In the monitoring system 101 of FIG. 38, a sta-
tionary camera 471 is provided additionally and connect-
ed to the network 131. In this instance, the moving body
detection module 222 of the client 132 detects also mov-
ing bodies in a fixed image, which is moving pictures
obtained by image pickup by means of the stationary
camera 471, and causes the thumbnail display section
272B (FIG. 15) of the screen 270 to display also a sta-
tionary image obtained by capturing the fixed image cor-
responding to the moving body at a predetermined tim-
ing. At this time, the display color (for example, white) of
the appearance date and time corresponding to the sen-
sor image 151 acquired by the sensor camera 121 may
be made different from the display color (for example,
green or yellow) of the appearance date and time dis-
played in the thumbnail display sections 272B. If the user
designates a stationary image displayed in any of the
thumbnail display sections 272B, then a fixed image cor-
responding to the stationary image is reproduced and
displayed on the outputting section 207.
[0265] In this manner, in the monitoring system 101 of
FIG. 38, since moving bodies not only on the sensor im-
age 151 but also on the fixed image are detected, a region
to be monitored can be increased. For example, if the
stationary camera 471 is installed so as to monitor a fixed
region in which many moving bodies appear such as a
tollbooth or a gate of a parking area and the camera unit
111 is installed in order to monitor a wide area of the
parking area, the entire parking area can be monitored
with certainty.
[0266] It is to be noted that the blocks of the client 132
of FIG. 8 may be provided not in the client 132 but in the

sensor camera 121 or the zoom camera 122.
[0267] Further, the application of the monitoring sys-
tem 101 is not limited to monitoring of the region 21.
[0268] Furthermore, the sensor camera 121 and the
zoom camera 122 are not limited to pan tilt cameras.
Further, while, in the present embodiment, the monitoring
system 101 includes two cameras of the sensor camera
121 and the zoom camera 122, the number of cameras
is not limited to this, but a single camera may be used to
acquire the sensor image 151 and the zoom image 152.
[0269] Further, while, in the embodiment described
above, the display color of the appearance date and time
displayed in any thumbnail display section 272B is de-
termined based on the camera ID of the sensor camera
121, the display color may otherwise be determined
based on the camera ID of the zoom camera 122. In this
instance, also the camera ID of the zoom camera 122 is
registered as moving body log information into the mov-
ing body log information DB 228.
[0270] In summary, since, in the monitoring system
101, a zoom image 152 coordinated with a moving body
ID and a reproduction starting position coordinated with
the moving body ID are stored separately in the moving
body log information DB 228 and the moving body infor-
mation DB 227, respectively, where a zoom image 152
corresponding to a sensor image 151 of an object of re-
production is designated, it is possible to read out (search
for) a moving body ID corresponding to the zoom image
152 from the moving body log information DB 228 which
includes a number of data smaller than that of the moving
body information DB 227, read out the reproduction start-
ing position corresponding to the read out moving body
ID and reproduce the sensor image 151 stored in the
display information DB 226 based on the reproduction
starting position. As a result, a sensor image 151 desired
by the user can be reproduced readily.
[0271] Further, in the monitoring system 101, it is pos-
sible to detect, based on a sensor image 151 of a region
21 of a large area obtained as a result of image pickup
by means of the sensor camera 121, a moving body in
the region 21 and pick up an image of the moving body
by means of the zoom camera 122.
[0272] It is to be noted here that, in the present spec-
ification, the steps which describe the program recorded
for causing a computer to execute various processes
may be but need not necessarily be processed in a time
series in the order as described in the flow charts, and
include processes which are executed in parallel or indi-
vidually (for example, parallel processing or process by
an object).
[0273] Further, the program may be processed by a
single computer or may be processed discretely by a
plurality of computers. Furthermore, the program may be
transferred to and executed by a computer located re-
motely.
[0274] While a preferred embodiment of the present
invention has been described using specific terms, such
description is for illustrative purpose only, and it is to be
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understood that changes and variations may be made
without departing from the spirit or scope of the following
claims.
[0275] In so far as the embodiments of the invention
described above are implemented, at least in part, using
software-controlled data processing apparatus, it will be
appreciated that a computer program providing such soft-
ware control and a transmission, storage or other medi-
um by which such a computer program is provided are
envisaged as aspects of the present invention.

Claims

1. An information processing apparatus for controlling
image pickup of a subject, comprising:

a region image pickup control section (221) for
controlling a region image pickup section (121),
which picks up an image of a predetermined re-
gion, to pick up an image of the predetermined
region;
a detection section (222) for detecting moving
bodies existing in the predetermined region
based on a region image obtained by the image
pickup by said region image pickup section;
a moving body image pickup control section
(223) for controlling a moving body image pickup
section (122), which picks up an image of the
moving bodies detected by said detection sec-
tion, to pick up an image of the moving bodies;
a region image storage section (226) for storing
the region image obtained by said region image
pickup section;
an information storage section (227) for storing,
based on a result of the detection by said detec-
tion section, moving body information represent-
ative of the moving bodies and reproduction in-
formation relating to reproduction of the region
image from which the moving bodies are detect-
ed in a coordinated relationship with each other;
a moving body image storage section (229) for
storing moving body images obtained as a result
of the image pickup of the moving bodies by said
moving body image pickup section in a coordi-
nated relationship with moving body information
representative of the moving bodies; and
a reproduction section (231, 207) for reading
out, when one of the moving body images which
corresponds to a region image of an object of
reproduction is designated, the moving body in-
formation corresponding to the designated mov-
ing body image from said moving body image
storage section, reading out the reproduction in-
formation corresponding to the readout moving
body information from said information storage
section and reproducing the region image stored
in said region image storage section based on

the read out reproduction information; charac-
terised in that
said reproduction section is responsive to said
region image stored by said region image stor-
age section, said moving body information
stored by said information storage section and
said moving body images stored by said moving
body image storage section to generate a dis-
play having a recording actual result display sec-
tion (271) displaying at positions corresponding
to respective days and times a colour represent-
ing for a day and time that there is stored no
region image and no moving body images, an-
other colour representing for a day and time that
there is stored a region image and no moving
body images (271C), and another colour repre-
senting for a day and time that there is stored a
region image and a moving body image (271D),
and having a moving body log display section
(272) displaying a matrix of thumbnails of mov-
ing body images (272C) corresponding to a cur-
rently selected day and time period (274, 271E)
within said recording actual result display sec-
tion in which at least one moving body image is
stored.

2. The information processing apparatus according to
claim 1, further comprising:

a display control section for controlling a display
section, which is provided for displaying a pre-
determined image, to display the moving body
images; and
a designation section for designating one of the
moving bodies displayed on said display section
as a moving body image corresponding to the
region image of the object of reproduction;
said reproduction section reproducing, when the
moving body image corresponding to the region
image of the object of reproduction is designated
by said designation section, the region image.

3. An information processing method for an information
processing apparatus, which includes a region im-
age storage section and a moving body image stor-
age section for storing images and an information
storage section for storing information, for controlling
image pickup of a subject, comprising the steps of:

controlling a region image pickup section, which
picks up an image of a predetermined region, to
pick up an image of the predetermined region;
detecting moving bodies existing in the prede-
termined region based on a region image ob-
tained by the image pickup by said region image
pickup section;
controlling a moving body image pickup section,
which picks up an image of the moving bodies
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detected by the process at the detection step,
to pick up an image of the moving bodies;
causing the region image obtained by said re-
gion image pickup section to be stored into said
region image storage section;
causing, based on a result of the detection by
the process at the detection step, moving body
information representative of the moving bodies
and reproduction information relating to repro-
duction of the region image from which the mov-
ing bodies are detected to be stored in a coor-
dinated relationship with each other into said in-
formation storage section;
causing moving body images obtained as a re-
sult of the image pickup of the moving bodies
by said moving body image pickup section to be
stored in a coordinated relationship with moving
body information representative of the moving
bodies into said moving body image storage
section;
reading out, when one of the moving body im-
ages which corresponds to a region image of an
object of reproduction is designated, the moving
body information corresponding to the designat-
ed moving body image from said moving body
image storage section, reading out the repro-
duction information corresponding to the read
out moving body information from said informa-
tion storage section and reproducing the region
image stored in said region image storage sec-
tion based on the read out reproduction infor-
mation; and
in response to said region image stored by said
region image storage section, said moving body
information stored by said information storage
section and said moving body images stored by
said moving body image storage section, gen-
erating a display having a recording actual result
display section displaying at positions corre-
sponding to respective days and times a colour
representing for a day and time that there is
stored no region image and no moving body im-
ages, another colour representing for a day and
time that there is stored a region image and no
moving body images, and another colour repre-
senting for a day and time that there is stored a
region image and a moving body image, and
having a moving body log display section dis-
playing a matrix of thumbnails of moving body
images corresponding to a currently selected
day and time period within said recording actual
result display section in which at least one mov-
ing body image is stored.

4. A program for being executed by a computer which
controls an information processing apparatus which
includes a region image storage section and a mov-
ing body image storage section for storing images

and an information storage section for storing infor-
mation, for controlling image pickup of a subject, this
program causing the computer to perform the infor-
mation processing method of claim 3.

5. A recording medium on or in which a program for
being executed by a computer which controls an in-
formation processing apparatus which includes a re-
gion image storage section and a moving body im-
age storage section for storing images and an infor-
mation storage section for storing information, for
controlling image pickup of a subject is recorded, the
program causing the computer to perform the infor-
mation processing method of claim 3.

Patentansprüche

1. Informationsverarbeitungsvorrichtung zum Steuern
der Bildabtastung eines Objekts, welche umfasst:

einen Bereichsbildabtast-Steuerabschnitt (221)
zum Steuern eines Bereichsbild-Abtastab-
schnitts (121), der ein Bild eines vorher be-
stimmten Bereichs abtastet, um ein Bild des vor-
her bestimmten Bereichs abzutasten;
einen Erfassungsabschnitt (222) zum Erfassen
von sich bewegenden Körpern, welche in dem
vorher bestimmten Bereich existieren, auf Basis
eines Bereichsbilds, welches durch die Bildab-
tastung durch den Bereichsbild-Abtastabschnitt
erlangt wird;
einen Bewegungskörper-Bildabtast-Steuerab-
schnitt (223) zum Steuern eines Bewegungskör-
per-Bildabtastabschnitts (122), der ein Bild der
sich bewegenden Körper abtastet, welche durch
den Erfassungsabschnitt erfasst wurden, um ein
Bild der sich bewegenden Körper abzutasten;
einen Bereichsbild-Speicherabschnitt (226)
zum Speichern des Bereichsbilds, welches
durch den Bereichsbild-Abtastabschnitt erlangt
wird;
einen Informationsspeicherabschnitt (227) zum
Speichern - auf Basis eines Ergebnisses der Er-
fassung durch den Erfassungsabschnitt - von
Bewegtkörperinformation, welche für die sich
bewegenden Körper repräsentativ ist, und von
Wiedergabeinformation in Bezug auf die Wie-
dergabe des Bereichsbilds, von welchem die
sich bewegenden Körper erfasst werden, in ei-
ner koordinierten Beziehung miteinander;
einen Bewegtkörper-Bildspeicherabschnitt
(229) zum Speichern von Bewegtkörperbildern,
welche als Ergebnis der Bildabtastung der sich
bewegenden Körper durch den Bewegtkörper-
Bildabtastabschnitt erlangt werden, in einer ko-
ordinierten Beziehung mit Bewegtkörperinfor-
mation, welche für die sich bewegenden Körper
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repräsentativ ist; und
einen Wiedergabeabschnitt (231, 207) zum
Auslesen, wenn eines der Bewegtkörperbilder,
welche einem Bereichsbild eines Wiedergabe-
objekts entspricht, bestimmt wird, der Bewegt-
körperinformation entsprechend dem bestimm-
ten Bewegtkörperbild von dem Bewegtkörper-
Bildspeicherabschnitt, zum Auslesen der Wie-
dergabeinformation entsprechend der ausgele-
senen Bewegtkörperinformation von dem Infor-
mationsspeicherabschnitt, und Wiedergeben
des Bereichsbilds, welches in dem Bereichsbild-
Speicherabschnitt gespeichert wird, auf Basis
der ausgelesenen Wiedergabeinformation;
dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass
der Wiedergabeabschnitt auf das Bereichsbild
anspricht, welches durch den Bereichsbild-
Speicherabschnitt gespeichert wird, auf die Be-
wegtkörperinformation welche durch den Infor-
mationsspeicherabschnitt gespeichert wird, und
die Bewegtkörperbilder, welche durch den Be-
wegtkörper-Bildspeicherabschnitt gespeichert
werden, um eine Anzeige zu erzeugen, welche
einen Anzeigeabschnitt (271) für ein aktuelles
Aufzeichnungsergebnis hat, welcher bei Posi-
tionen entsprechend den entsprechenden Ta-
gen und den Zeitpunkten eine Farbe anzeigt,
welche für einen Tag und eine Zeit repräsentativ
ist, dass dort kein Bereichsbild und keine sich
bewegenden Körperbilder gespeichert sind, ei-
ne andere Farbe, welche für einen Tag und die
Zeit repräsentativ ist, dass dort ein Bereichsbild
und kein sich bewegendes Körperbild (271C)
gespeichert sind, und eine andere Farbe, die für
einen Tag und eine Zeit repräsentativ ist, dass
dort ein Bereichsbild und ein Bewegtkörperbild
(271D) gespeichert sind, und einen Bewegtkör-
per-Protokollanzeigeabschnitt (272) hat, der ei-
ne Matrix von Miniaturbildern von sich bewegen-
den Körperbildern (272C) anzeigt, die einem ak-
tuell ausgewählten Tag und einer Zeitperiode
(274, 271E) innerhalb der Aufzeichnung des An-
eigeabschnitts für die aktuelle Aufzeichnung
entsprechen, in welchem zumindest ein Be-
wegtkörperbild gespeichert ist.

2. Informationsverarbeitungsvorrichtung nach An-
spruch 1, welche außerdem umfasst:

einen Anzeigesteueuerabschnitt zum Steuern
eines Anzeigeabschnitts, der zum Anzeigen ei-
nes vorher bestimmten Bilds vorgesehen ist, um
die Bewegtkörperbilder anzuzeigen; und
einen Bestimmungsabschnitt zum Bestimmen
eines der sich bewegenden Körper, welche auf
dem Anzeigeabschnitt angezeigt werden, als
ein Bewegtkörperbild entsprechend dem Be-
reichsbild des Wiedergabeobjekts;

wobei der Wiedergabeabschnitt, wenn das Be-
wegtkörperbild, welches dem Bereichsbild des
Wiedergabeobjckts entspricht, durch den Be-
stimmungsabschnitt bestimmt wird, das Be-
reichsbild wiederzugeben.

3. Informationsverarbeitungsverfahren für eine Infor-
mationsverarbeitungsvorrichtung, welche einen Be-
reichsbild-Speicherabschnitt und einen Bewegtkör-
per-Bildspeicherabschnitt aufweist, um Bilder zu
speichern, und einen Informationsspeicherabschnitt
zum Speichern von Information, um die Bildabta-
stung eines Objekts zu steuern, welches folgende
Schritte umfasst:

Steuern eines Bereichsbild-Abtastabschnitts,
der ein Bild eines vorher bestimmten Bereichs
abtastet, um ein Bild des vorher bestimmten Be-
reichs abzutasten;
Erfassen von Bewegtkörpern, welche in dem
vorher bestimmten Bereich existieren, auf Basis
eines Bereichsbilds, welches durch die Bildab-
tastung durch den Bereichsbild-Abtastabschnitt
erlangt wird;
Steuern eines Bewegkörper-Bildabtastab-
schnitts, der ein Bild der Bewegtkörper abtastet,
welche durch den Prozess im Erfasstungsschritt
erfasst wurden, um ein Bild der Bewegtkörper
abzutasten;
Veranlassen, dass das Bereichsbild, welches
durch den Bereichsbild-Abtastabschnitt erlangt
wird, in dem Bereichsbild-Speicherabschnitt ge-
speichert wird;
Veranlassen, dass auf Basis eines Ergebnisses
der Erfassung durch den Prozess im Erfas-
sungsschritt, Bewegtkörperinformation welche
für Bewegtkörper repräsentativ ist, und Wieder-
gabeinformation in Bezug auf die Wiedergabe
des Bereichsbilds, von denen die Bewegtkörper
erfasst werden, in einer koordinierten Bezie-
hung miteinander im Informationsspeicherab-
schnitt gespeichert werden;
Veranlassen, dass Bewegtkörper-Bilder, wel-
che als ein Ergebnis der Bildabtastung der Be-
wegtkörper durch den Bewegtkörper-Bildildab-
taschnitt erlangt werden, in einer koordinieren
Beziehung mit der Bewegtkörper-Information,
welche für Bewegtkörper repräsentativ ist, im
Bewegtkörper-Bildspeicherabschnitt gespei-
chert werden;
Auslesen, wenn eines der Bewegtkörper-Bilder,
welche einem Bereichsbild des Wiedergabeob-
jekts entspricht, bestimmt wird, der Bewegtköy-
per-Information entsprechend dem bestimmten
Bewegtkörper-Bild vom Bewegtkörper-Bild-
speicherabschnitt, Auslesen der Wiedergabein-
formtion entsprechend der ausgelesenen Be-
wegkörper-Information von dem Informations-
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speicherabschnitt und Wiedergeben des Be-
reichsbilds, welches im Bereichsbild-Speicher-
abschnitt gespeichert ist, auf Basis der ausge-
lesenen Wiedergabeinformation; und
als Antwort auf das Bereichsbild, welches durch
den Bereichsbild-Speicherabschnitt gespei-
chert wunde, der Bewegtkörper-Information,
welche im Informationsspeicherabschnitt ge-
speichert wurde, und der Bewegtkörper-Bilder,
welche durch den Bewegtkörper-Bildspeicher-
abschnitt gespeichert wurden, Erzeugen einer
Anzeige, welche einen Anzeigeabschnitt für ei-
ne aktuelle Ergebnisanzeige hat, der bei Posi-
tionen entsprechend den Tagen und den Zeit-
punkten eine Farbe anzeigt, welche für einen
Tag und einen Zeitpunkt repräsentativ ist, dass
dort kein Bereichsbild und keine Bewegtkörper-
Bilder gespeichert sind, eine andere Farbe, wel-
che für einen Tag und Zeitpunkt repräsentativ
ist, dass dort ein Bereichsbild und keine Bewegt-
körper-Bilder gespeichert sind, und eine andere
Farbe, welche für einen Tag und einen Zeitpunkt
repräsentativ ist, dass dort ein Bereichsbild und
ein sich bewegendes Körperbild gespeichert
sind, und einen Bewegtkörper-Protokollanzei-
geabschnitt hat, der eine Matrix von Miniaturen
von Bewegtkörper-Bildern anzeigt, entspre-
chend einem aktuell ausgewählten Tag und ei-
ner Zeitperiode innerhalb des Aneigeabschritts
für das aktuelle Aufzeichnungsergebnis, in wel-
chem zumindest ein Bewegtkörper-Bild gespei-
chert ist.

4. Programm, welches durch einen Computer ausge-
führt wird, der eine Informationsverarbeitungsvor-
richtung steuert, welche einen Bereichsbild-Spei-
cherabschnitt und einen Bewegtkörper-Bildspei-
cherabschnitt hat, um Bilder zu speichern, und einen
Informatiomspeicherabschnitt, um Information zu
speichern, um die Bildabtastung eines Objekts zu
steuern, wobei das Programm bewirkt, dass der
Computer das Informationsverarbeitungsverfahren
nach Anspruch 3 durchführt.

5. Aufzeichnungsmedium, auf oder in welchem ein
Programm, welches durch einen Computer ausge-
führt wird, der eine Informationsverarbeitungsvo-
richtung steuert, welche einen Bereichsbild-Spei-
cherabschnitt und einen Bewegtkörper-Bildspei-
cherabschnitt aufweist, um Bilder zu speichern, und
einen Informationsspeicherabschnitt um Information
zu speichern, um die Bildabtastung eines Objekts
zu steuern, aufgezeichnet ist, wobei das Programm
bewirkt, dass der Computer das Informationsverar-
beitungsverfahren nach Anspruch 3 durchführt.

Revendications

1. Appareil de traitement d’informations destiné à com-
mander la capture d’image d’un sujet, comprenant :

une section de commande de capture d’image
de région (221) destinée à commander une sec-
tion de capture d’image de région (121), qui cap-
ture une image d’une région prédéterminée, afin
de capturer une image de la région
prédéterminée ;
une section de détection (222) destinée à dé-
tecter les corps mobiles existant dans la région
prédéterminée sur la base d’une image de ré-
gion obtenue par la capture d’image par ladite
section de capture d’image de région ;
une section de commande de capture d’image
de corps mobile (223) destinée à commander
une section de capture d’image de corps mobile
(122), qui capture une image des corps mobiles
détectés par ladite section de détection, afin de
capturer une image des corps mobiles ;
une section de stockage d’image de région (226)
destinée à stocker l’image de région obtenue
par ladite section de capture d’image de région ;
une section de stockage d’informations (227)
destinée à stocker, sur la base d’un résultat de
la détection par ladite section de détection, des
informations de corps mobile représentatives
des corps mobiles et des informations de repro-
duction se rapportant à la reproduction de l’ima-
ge de région depuis laquelle les corps mobiles
sont détectés dans une relation mutuellement
coordonnée ;
une section de stockage d’image de corps mo-
bile (229) destinée à stocker des images de
corps mobile obtenues suite à la capture d’ima-
ge des corps mobiles par ladite section de cap-
ture d’image de corps mobile dans une relation
coordonnée avec les informations de corps mo-
bile représentatives des corps mobiles ; et
une section de reproduction (231, 207) destinée
à lire, lorsque l’une des images de corps mobile
qui correspond à une image de région d’un objet
de reproduction est désignée, les informations
de corps mobile correspondant à l’image de
corps mobile désignée depuis ladite section de
stockage d’image de corps mobile, à lire les in-
formations de reproduction correspondant aux
informations de corps mobile lues depuis ladite
section de stockage d’informations et à repro-
duire l’image de région stockée dans ladite sec-
tion de stockage d’image de région sur la base
des informations de reproduction lues ;
caractérisé en ce que
ladite section de reproduction répond à ladite
image de région stockée par ladite section de
stockage d’image de région, auxdites informa-
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tions de corps mobile stockées par ladite section
de stockage d’informations et auxdites images
de corps mobile stockées par ladite section de
stockage d’image de corps mobile afin de gé-
nérer un affichage ayant une section d’affichage
de résultat réel d’enregistrement (271) affichant
dans des positions correspondant à des jours
et heures respectifs une couleur représentant
un jour et une heure auxquels aucune image de
région ni aucune image de corps mobile n’est
stockée, une autre couleur représentant un jour
et une heure auxquels est stockée une image
de région mais aucune image de corps mobile
(271C), et une autre couleur représentant un
jour et une heure auxquels sont stockées une
image de région et une image de corps mobile
(271D), et comportant une section d’affichage
de journal de corps mobile (272) affichant une
matrice de vignettes d’images de corps mobile
(272C) correspondant à une période de jour et
heure actuellement sélectionnée (274, 271E) de
ladite section d’affichage de résultat réel d’en-
registrement dans laquelle au moins une image
de corps mobile est stockée.

2. Appareil de traitement d’informations selon la reven-
dication 1, comprenant en outre :

une section de commande d’affichage destinée
à commander une section d’affichage, qui sert
à afficher une image prédéterminée, afin d’affi-
cher les images de corps mobile ; et
une section de désignation destinée à désigner
l’un des corps mobiles affichés sur ladite section
d’affichage en tant qu’image de corps mobile
correspondant à l’image de région de l’objet de
reproduction ;
ladite section de reproduction reproduisant,
lorsque l’image de corps mobile correspondant
à l’image de région de l’objet de reproduction
est désignée par ladite section de désignation,
l’image de région.

3. Procédé de traitement d’informations destiné à un
appareil de traitement d’informations, qui comprend
une section de stockage d’image de région et une
section de stockage d’image de corps mobile desti-
nées à stocker des images et une section de stoc-
kage d’informations destinée à stocker des informa-
tions, pour commander la capture d’image d’un sujet,
comprenant les étapes consistant à :

commander une section de capture d’image de
région, qui capture une image d’une région pré-
déterminée, afin de capturer une image de la
région prédéterminée ;
détecter les corps mobiles existant dans la ré-
gion prédéterminée sur la base d’une image de

région obtenue par la capture d’image par ladite
section de capture d’image de région ;
commander une section de capture d’image de
corps mobile, qui capture une image des corps
mobiles détectés par le processus à l’étape de
détection, afin de capturer une image des corps
mobiles ;
amener l’image de région obtenue par ladite
section de capture d’image de région à être stoc-
kée dans ladite section de stockage d’image de
région ;
amener, sur la base d’un résultat de la détection
par le processus à l’étape de détection, des in-
formations de corps mobile représentatives des
corps mobiles et des informations de reproduc-
tion se rapportant à la reproduction de l’image
de région depuis laquelle les corps mobiles sont
détectés à être stockées dans une relation mu-
tuellement coordonnée dans ladite section de
stockage d’informations ;
amener des images de corps mobile obtenues
suite à la capture d’image des corps mobiles par
ladite section de capture d’image de corps mo-
bile à être stockées dans une relation coordon-
née avec les informations de corps mobile re-
présentatives des corps mobiles dans ladite
section de stockage d’image de corps mobile ;
lire, lorsque l’une des images de corps mobile
qui correspond à une image de région d’un objet
de reproduction est désignée, les informations
de corps mobile correspondant à l’image de
corps mobile désignée depuis ladite section de
stockage d’image de corps mobile, lire les infor-
mations de reproduction correspondant aux in-
formations de corps mobile lues depuis ladite
section de stockage d’informations et reproduire
l’image de région stockée dans ladite section de
stockage d’image de région sur la base des in-
formations de reproduction lues ; et
en réponse à ladite image de région stockée par
ladite section de stockage d’image de région,
auxdites informations de corps mobile stockées
par ladite section de stockage d’informations et
auxdites images de corps mobile stockées par
ladite section de stockage d’image de corps mo-
bile, générer un affichage ayant une section d’af-
fichage de résultat réel d’enregistrement affi-
chant dans des positions correspondant à des
jours et heures respectifs une couleur représen-
tant un jour et une heure auxquels aucune image
de région ni aucune image de corps mobile n’est
stockée, une autre couleur représentant un jour
et une heure auxquels est stockée une image
de région mais aucune image de corps mobile,
et une autre couleur représentant un jour et une
heure auxquels sont stockées une image de ré-
gion et une image de corps mobile, et compor-
tant une section d’affichage de journal de corps
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mobile affichant une matrice de vignettes d’ima-
ges de corps mobile correspondant à une pé-
riode de jour et heure actuellement sélectionnée
de ladite section d’affichage de résultat réel
d’enregistrement dans laquelle au moins une
image de corps mobile est stockée.

4. Programme à exécuter par un ordinateur qui com-
mande un appareil de traitement d’informations qui
comprend une section de stockage d’image de ré-
gion et une section de stockage d’image de corps
mobile destinées à stocker des images et une sec-
tion de stockage d’informations destinée à stocker
des informations, pour commander la capture d’ima-
ge d’un sujet, le programme amenant l’ordinateur à
effectuer le procédé de traitement d’informations se-
lon la revendication 3.

5. Support d’enregistrement sur ou dans lequel est en-
registré un programme à exécuter par un ordinateur
qui commande un appareil de traitement d’informa-
tions qui comprend une section de stockage d’image
de région et une section de stockage d’image de
corps mobile destinées à stocker des images et une
section de stockage d’informations destinée à stoc-
ker des informations, pour commander la capture
d’image d’un sujet, le programme amenant l’ordina-
teur à effectuer le procédé de traitement d’informa-
tions selon la revendication 3.
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